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I. INTRODUCTION
1. Previous Work of the Investigation.-This bulletin records the
progress of an investigation of the fatigue of metals which was organized
in 1919, and has been carried on at the University of Illinois in cooper-
ation with the National Research Council, Engineering Foundation,
and several manufacturing firms. Bulletin 124 of the Engineering Ex-
periment Station of the University of Illinois contains the first report of
the investigation, and Bulletin 136 the second report. These reports
are also given in somewhat condensed form in Publications Nos. 4 and
6 issued by Engineering Foundation. Many of the testing methods and
much of the apparatus used in making the tests reported in this bulle-
tin were the same as those employed in determining the results recorded
in Bulletins 124 and 136, and descriptions of such methods and appara-
tus may be found in those bulletins.
2. Advisory Committee and Changes in Test Party.-The National
Research Council committee on Fatigue Phenomena in Metals has
been continued as an advisory committee for the investigation and has
been somewha.t enlarged as new features of the investigation have de-
veloped. The present members of the advisory committee are:
0. H. BASQUIN, Professor of Applied Mechanics, Northwestern
University;
F. P. GILLIGAN, Secretary-Treasurer, Henry Souther Engineer-
ing Company;
ZAY JEFFRIES, Director of the Cleveland Section of the Re-
search Bureau, Aluminum Company of America;
T. R. LAWSON, Professor of Rational and Applied Mechanics,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute;
J. A. MATHEWS, President, Crucible Steel Company of America;
JOHN H. NELSON, Chief Metallurgist, Wyman-Gordon Com-
pany;
W. E. RUDER, Metallurgist, Research Laboratory, General
Electric Company;
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H. L. WHITTEMORE, Chief, Engineering Mechanics Section,
Mechanics and Sound Division, U. S. Bureau of Standards;
LEONARD WALDO, Consulting Engineer;
W. H. BASSETT, Technical Superintendent, American Brass
Company;
W. B. PRICE, Chief Chemist, Scovill Manufacturing Company;
W. REUBEN WEBSTER, Vice-president, Bridgeport Brass Com-
pany;
H. CLYDE SNOOK, Staff Engineer, Research Division, Western
Electric Company;
H. F. MOORE, Research Professor of Engineering Materials,
University of Illinois, Chairman.
Since the publication of Bulletin 136 Messrs. J. W. Harsch and
F. M. Howell, test assistants, have left the staff of the investigation to
accept important positions in commercial laboratories. Mr. C. L.
Erickson has become a test assistant on the staff of the investigation.
3. Acknowledgment.-Since the publication of Bulletin 136 the
following organizations have become active supporters of the investi-
gation: The Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, the Copper and
Brass Research Association, and the Western Electric Company. Funds
for carrying on the tests reported in this bulletin have been supplied
almost entirely by these organizations and by the General Electric
Company, which has made a second generous contribution.
The investigation has been carried on as a part of the work of the
Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois and has
been under the general administrative direction of Dean M. S. Ketchum,
Director of the Station, and of Professor A. N. Talbot, head of the
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics.
II. THEORY OF THE FATIGUE OF METALS
4. Introductory Remarks.-The fatigue of metals may be defined
as the action which takes place in metal parts subjected to repeated
stress which causes failure of the metal at stresses well below the static
ultimate strength. Fatigue failures of metal are characterized by sud-
denness and by the absence of general deformation in the piece which
fails. Fatigue failures in parts made of ductile metal present a sharp
contrast to static failures, which are characterized by large distortions
in the piece which fails.
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In the earlier stages of this investigation of the fatigue of metals
attention was centered on the experimental study of fatigue phenomena
in metals. As the result of that experimental study and of experimental
study at other laboratories, it seems that it is at this time desirable to
attempt the formulation of an extension and modification of the theory
of fatigue of metals which was generally accepted at the time this in-
vestigation was begun.
5. Theories of the Fatigue of Metals.-The earliest attempted ex-
planation of the fatigue of metals under repeated stress was the theory
of failure by "crystallization," which probably arose from the crystal-
line appearance of planes of rupture at fractures in metal parts which
failed under repeated stress. This crystallization theory was based on
the idea that under repeated stress metal changed from a material more
or less "fibrous" to a material having a crystalline structure, and that
this crystalline structure made the metal brittle, which, therefore,
under a load tended to snap apart along planes between the crystals
which are formed under repeated stress. This theory has been thoroughly
discredited.
The development of the metallographic microscope in the later
years of the 19th century gave rise to another theory of the failure
of metal under repeated stress, which may be called the "slip band"
theory. It was developed largely as the result of the work of Ewing,
Rosenhain, and Humfrey. The earlier investigators with the metal-
lographic microscope established the fact that the structure of all solid
metals is made up of a mass of crystalline grains. Ewing, Rosenhain,
and Humfrey observed that under severe stress the crystalline grains
are split up into thin plates which slide on each other, the slip being
visible at the surface of the crystals in the form of fine lines across the
surfaces. To these lines the name "slip bands" or "slip lines" was given.
The slip band theory assumes that under the action of repeated stress
some slip bands develop into cracks, and that final failure of a piece of
metal is caused by the spread of one or more of these cracks.*
The importance of the development of the slip band theory can
hardly be overestimated. Not only did it do away with the misleading
crystallization theory, but it called attention to the fact that the metals
*An excellent statement of this theory, with illustrations by means of an ingenious mechanical
model, has been given by Prof. C. F. Jenkin (Oxford); see C. F. Jenkin, "The Fatigue Failure of Metals,"
Proceedings of the Royal Society (London) A, Vol. 103, 1923. A summary of Prof. Jenkin's discussion
is given in Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering for May 7, 1923.
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in actual use in machines and structures are in fact non-homogeneous
aggregations of crystals, and that the actual distribution of stress and
strain among these crystals must be far more complex than that pictured
by the common theory of elasticity.
6. The Progressive Failure Theory for Fatigue of Metals.-This
bulletin presents an extension of the slip band theory, differing in some
respects from that theory.* The theory here presented is based on the
idea that the failure of metals under repeated stress is characterized by
the spread of minute cracks which may be the result of intra-crystalline
slips, but which are minute fractures (as distinguished from slips) which
may occur with or without slip at locations where stress is so intensified
that the ultimate limit of cohesion is reached between adjacent micro-
scopic parts of the metal.
It will be noted that this theory lays emphasis upon local inten-
sification of stress with consequent irregularities of stress-distribution
throughout a piece of metal. This seems to make it necessary to discard
the use of the ordinary theory of elasticity which is founded upon an
assumption of homogeneity of material and regular distribution of
stress. However, the ordinary theory of elasticity may be regarded as
determining resultant forces acting on elementary areas of the cross-
section of a machine or structural part. These elementary areas may be
considered as very small but not as approaching zero in magnitude.
The. reason why they may not be considered as approaching zero in
magnitude may be found in (1) the variations of strength and stiffness
from crystalline grain to crystalline grain, (2) the variations in orienta-
tion of planes of weakness for different crystalline grains, and (3) the
presence of small particles of foreign material in the metal. Put in another
way, it will be found convenient to regard the ordinary theory of elastic-
ity as describing in a general "statistical" way the internal action of
*Since the preparation of the manuscript for this bulletin there has come to the attention of the
authors a preprint of the 1923 report of the Committee on Complex Stress Distribution in Engineering
Materials to the British Association for the Advancement of Science. In that report Professor B. Par-
ker Haigh of the Royal Naval College, Greenwich, England, presents a paper entitled "A Thermodyna-
mic Theory of Mechanical Fatigue and Hysteresis." In this paper Professor Haigh makes a sharp
distinction between slip and fracture in metals. He uses the principles of thermodynamics in develop-
ing his theory, whereas the authors of the present bulletin have been content to speak of mechanical
fracture without making any attempt to discuss any concepts which may be fundamental to the pro-
cess of fracture. Professor Haigh accepts the "amorphous cement" theory of the structure of metal
as a part of his theory of fatigue failure, while it is not a necessary part of the theory in the present
bulletin. Both Professor Haigh and the authors of this bulletin emphasize the significance of localized
stress of high intensity.
Attention is called to the distinction made between slip and fracture by the British investi-
gators, Lea and Griffith.
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metal under stress. It may even be conceived that the variation in size
of crystalline grains in metals has an appreciable bearing on the value
of the limiting nominal stress. The larger and the more angular the grains
the greater would seem the tendency to localized bearing stress of grain
on grain, and the lower the general statistical stress which will cause
failure. Heat treatment, which tends to modify and to fit together the
different grains and to decrease the general grain size, decreases the
localized stress at internal bearing points and increases the general
"statistical" strength of the material. The lowest statistical unit-
stress (unit-stress computed by the ordinary formulas of mechanics of
materials) at which failure is found to occur under cycles of reversed
stress is designated as the "fatigue limit" or the "endurance limit" of
the member.
In presenting this theory of the breaking down of metals under
the progressive spread of fracture due to intensified localized repeated
stress, it seems desirable to outline briefly the picture of the constitu-
tion of crystalline solids presented by the present-day physical chemist.
Investigations in X-ray spectroscopy have led the physical chemist to
picture crystals as made up of atoms which are arranged in regular
geometrical patterns.* In the structure of metals with their imperfectly
developed crystals, it seems evident that at the boundaries between
crystalline grains there must be some irregularity introduced into the
geometrical patterns since at the boundaries the patterns of adjacent
crystals will not match. It is held by many metallurgists that in the
region between crystals there exists a film in which the atoms are arranged
without any well-defined geometrical pattern. This constitutes a film
of amorphous material.t
When a light stress is applied to a piece of metal, the effect is to dis-
tort the geometrical patterns of atomic arrangement within the crystals
-the space lattice, as this arrangement of atoms is often called. This
does not change in any way the general scheme of arrangement of atoms.
However, as heavier stresses are applied the bond between adjacent
-atoms or groups of atoms is broken. Upon the breaking of a bond one of
*See Jeffries and Archer, "Atoms and Metals," "Crystalline Structure of Metals," also E. C. Bain,
"Studies of Crystal Structure with X-rays," Chem. and Met. Engineering, March 23. 1921, May 4,
1921, and October 5, 1921, respectively.
tThe "amorphous-film" theory as stated by Beilby, its earliest proponent, is discussed by him in an
article entitled "The Hardest Soft State in Metals," in the Philosophical Magazine for August, 1904.
In this connection reference is made to Jeffries and Archer, "The Slip Interference Theory of the Hard-
ening of Metals," Chem. and Met. Engineering, June 15, 1921, and to Rosenhain, "Introduction to
Physical Metallurgy," especially pp. 34, 69, 246, 249, 250, and 257.
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two things may happen, depending on the nature of the metal and the
magnitude of stress: (1) there may result a permanent, though possibly
microscopic, fracture between the atoms or the groups of atoms; (2)
bond may be broken between two atoms or groups of atoms and a new
bond formed with different atoms or groups of atoms, and this new bond
may be as strong as or even stronger than the first. Probably in most
metals both actions take place under stress.
The appearance of slip bands seems characteristic of the breaking
of atomic bonds together with the establishment of new bonds. The ap-
pearance and spread of cracks and their development toward fatigue
failure seem characteristic of the progressive permanent rupture of
bonds.
In any consideration of the danger of fatigue failure of a machine
part two sources of irregularity in stress-distribution must always
be kept in mind: (1) Intensified localized stress caused by point or
edge loading at bearing areas and at regions where abrupt changes
of section occur. These sources of intensified stress are important,
but they are connected with designing, machining, and fitting of
parts rather than with the internal structure of the metal. (2) In-
tensified localized stress caused by non-homogeneity of structure of the
metal. This source of intensified stress is connected with the process of
manufacture of the metal. At the edges of minute flaws and blow holes
the intensity of stress in metal is noticeably raised. A part of this ir-
regularity is due to the fact that the crystalline grains of metal vary in
their stiffness and strength and also in their orientation with respect to
the direction of stress. Moreover, due to internal stresses a metal may
be conceived as having many bonds heavily stressed even when there
is no external load. It seems reasonable to assume that under almost
any load there will be locations in a piece of metal where slip or perhaps
even fracture between adjacent atoms or groups of atoms has taken
place.
In considering the danger of failure of structural or machine parts,
it is necessary to note the sharp difference between the behavior of
metal under repeated load and the behavior under steady load. Under
steady load the minute slips and fractures, in general, are of negligible
importance; a readjustment of stress takes place and the understressed
parts help the overstressed parts, particularly for ductile materials.
Under repeated load, the case is radically different. In this case a minute
fracture constitutes a flaw, at the edges of which stress is intensified.
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This flaw reduces, to a small extent, the available resistance of the metal
and also due to the intensification of stress at its edges, tends to be-
come larger and larger under successive loadings. Such a slip or fract-
ure does not necessarily imply destruction of the piece. The progress of
damage may be arrested at the crystal boundaries or by the blocking of
the progress of the crack by a crystalline grain of stronger material.
However, the outstanding feature of fatigue failure seems to be the
spread of minute fractures, which act something like minute saw cuts,
gradually spreading until the cross-section of the metal piece is so re-
duced that it cannot withstand the working loads applied to it and
hence failure occurs. Moreover, progressive fracture explains the
sudden nature of fatigue failure. A piece of metal deeply notched, as
with a saw cut, fails suddenly and with very little elongation if subjected
to a tensile load. Progressive fracture under repeated stress makes a
machine part act in a manner similar to a deeply notched piece of metal.
The progressive fracture theory of fatigue failure is in accord with
the observed lowering of endurance limit by occasional periods of re-
peated overstress.* Such a period of overstress probably starts a pro-
gressive fracture and reduces the net cross-section of metal available
to resist further repeated stress. The endurance limits of specimens
subjected to occasional periods of overstress are lowered, and the re-
duction from the original value is a function of the maximum value of
the unit-stress and the number of cycles during the period of overstress.
7. Strengthening Effects and Injurious Effects of Repeated Stress.-
In considering the theory of failure under repeated stress it seems de-
sirable to examine in detail two effects which may be produced by re-
peated stress. The first of these may be characterized as an improve-
ment in the resistance of a metal. Under a repeated stress which is below
the endurance limit there seems to be an adjustment of bearing between
various crystalline grains. In a rough way this adjustment may be
compared to the packing down which occurs in the center of a pile of
sand subjected to repeated jarring. As the grains of sand are compacted
more closely, sometimes by the breaking off of corners of individual
grains, so under the action of repeated stress, with resulting slip within
crystalline grains, the crystalline grains of metal seem to obtain a better
bearing on each other, thereby rendering the mass more stable. One
*Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta., Bul. 124, p. 112; Bul. 136, p. 60. Also p. 31 of the present Bulletin.
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effect of this better bearing seems to be the reduction by repeated stress
of internal strains in metal.*
Some metallurgists hold that it is impossible for many of the atoms
in the surfaces where slip occurs to retain that regular geometrical ar-
rangement which seems to be characteristic of atoms within a crystal.
Such atoms are believed to take up an irregular arrangement forming
within crystals films of amorphous metal somewhat similar to the
amorphous films which are supposed to exist between crystals. In
crystalline metal with its regular arrangement of atoms it is assumed
that, in general, there are planes of weakness. Evidence for this as-
sumption has been obtained for crystalline materials in which the
crystals are large enough to test for stiffness and values of moduli in
different directions.t In amorphous metal these planes of weakness
are absent, and therefore the tendency for slip or for fracture seems some-
what less, and it may be conceived that films of amorphous materials
(at ordinary temperatures) tend to strengthen the metal as a whole.
It should be stated that the formation and the properties of such amor-
phous films are matters still in dispute among metallurgists.T
Whether the strengthening action of repeated stress consists in the
establishment of well-distributed intercrystalline bearing pressures, or
in the formation of amorphous material, or in some other action, there is
a tendency to "heal" the "scar" due to slip. This healing action takes
time, and it is conceivable that in some metals it will proceed so slowly
as to be a negligible factor under rapidly changing stress.
In contradistinction to the strengthening effect of repeated stress
there is a tendency for a second effect which may be characterized as a
destructive effect. There is a tendency for fissures to be opened under
repeated stress. The phenomenon of slip may be regarded as the break-
*Experimental evidence of the removal of internal strain by repeated stress below the endurance
limit was furnished by "turning down" tests of specimens. In a turning down test strain-gage readings
are taken along several symmetrically arranged gage lines on a specimen; then a thin layer of metal
is removed between gage marks (care being taken to keep the lathe tool cool) and a second set of strain-
gage readings taken. Successive layers are then removed from the specimen. If no initial strains exist
in the piece no changes in strain-gage readings occur. For specimens subjected to many cycles of stress
below the endurance limit this test showed the internal strains to be lower than for corresponding
specimens which had not been repeatedly stressed. It might be conceived that relief of internal strain
is sometimes brought about by the starting of cracks and that this relief of internal strain may not be a
benefit but an injury to the steel. However, in the steel tested in this investigation repeated under-
stressing, which lowered internal strains, raised the endurance limit; that is, the steel was made stronger
to resist repeated stress. Further data on this subject are given in a paper to be presented by T. M.
Jasper at the 1924 meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science (Toronto).
tJeffries and Archer, "The Slip Interference Theory of the Hardening of Metals," Chem. and Met.
Engineering, June 15, 1921.
:See references in footnote on p. 11.
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TABLE 2
HEAT TREATMENTS OF METALS TESTED
Metal
No. Designation
1.20 carbon steel, normalized ... .
sorbitic .........
series II, draw A
series II, draw B
series II, draw C
series II, draw B
series II, draw E
series II, draw F
treatment AA.. .
C yclops .......................
0.52 carbon steel, normalized ....
sorbitic ........
0.37 carbon steel, normalized ....
sorbitic .......
Chrome-nickel steel, treatment A. .
treatment B....
treatment C....
treatment D...
0.93 carbon steel, normalized . . . . .
pearlitic .. ....
sorbitic . ......
troostitic ......
3.50 nickel steel, treatment A... . .
treatment B... .
treatment C.....
treatment D. ..
series III, draw
AA .........
Heat Treatment
Heat to 14600 F; hold 15 min.; cool in furnace (this an-
neals the steel so that it can be machined); then heat
to 15800 F; hold 15 min.; cool in furnace with door
open.
First anneal as above; then heat to 14700 F; quench in
oil; reheat to 8600 F; hold 15 min.; cool in air.
Heat to 14600 F; hold 20 min.; cool in furnace; reheat to
16250 F; hold 15 min.; quench in oil.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw A; then reheat to
4000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw A; then reheat to
6500 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw A; then reheat to
9250 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw A; then reheat to
12000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw A; then reheat to
14000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal as for normalizing treatment; then reheat to
14200 F; hold 30 min.; quench in oil; reheat to 8000 F;
hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Tested as received; hot rolled for first two passes; then
cold rolled.
Heat to 15500 F; hold 15 min.; cool in air.
Normalize as above; reheat to 14500 F; hold 15 min.;
quench in water; reheat to 12000 F; cool in air.
Heat to 14950 F; hold 15 min.; cool in furnace with door
open.
Heat to 15500 F; hold 15 min.; quench in water; reheat
to 10500 F; cool in air.
Steel received annealed; heat to 1525° F; quench in oil;
reheat to 700° F; quench in oil.
Steel received annealed; heat to 15250 F; hold 30 min.;
quench in oil; reheat to 1450* F; quench in oil; reheat
to 12000 F; hold 1 hour; cool in furnace.
Steel received annealed; heat to 15250 F; hold 30 min.;
quench in oil; reheat to 14500 F; quench in oil; reheat
to 12000 F; hold 1 hour; quench in water.
Steel received annealed; heat to 15250 F; hold 30 min.;
cool in air; reheat to 1450* F; hold 30 min.; cool in
furnace.
Heat to 16000 F; hold 15 min.; cool in air.
Normalize as above; reheat to 14500 F; hold 15 min.;
cool in furnace.
Normalize as above; reheat to 1450° F; hold 15 min.;
quench in oil; reheat to 12000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in
air.
Normalize as above; reheat to 14500 F; hold 15 min.;
quench in oil; reheat to 850° F; hold 30 min.; cool in
air.
Heat to 1525° F: hold 30 min.; cool in furnace; reheat to
15250 F; hold 15 min.; quench in oil; reheat to 1100°
F; hold 2 hours; cool in furnace.
Anneal as for treatment A; reheat to 1525° F; hold 15
min.; quench in oil: reheat to 12000 F; hold 2 hours;
cool in furnace.
Anneal as for treatment A; reheat to 14900 F; hold 15
min.: quench in water to 9300 F; introduce into hot
soaking bath; as soon as temperature of furnace is
reduced to temperature of steel put steel into furnace
and reheat slowly to 11000 F; hold 1 hour; cool in
furnace.
Heat to 14450 F; hold 1 hour; cool in furnace.
Anneal as for treatment A; heat to 14500 F; hold 15 min.;
quench in oil; no draw.
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TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
Metal Designation
3.50 nickel series III, draw
steel (continued) BB ..........
series III, draw
CC . . . . . . . . . .
series III, draw
DD ........ .
series III, draw
E E ..........
series III, draw
FF ...........
0.02 carbon steel (ingot iron) . . . . .
(as received)
quenched ......
0.49 carbon steel, annealed A. ..
annealed B...
annealed C. . . ..
annealed D ....
annealed E ....
normalized . . . .
sorbitic . . . . . . .
series I, draw A..
series I, draw B..
series I, draw C..
series I, draw D..
series I, draw E..
series I, draw F. .
0.53 carbon steel, series Ia, draw A.
seriesla,drawAA
series Ia. draw B.
series Ia, draw C.
series Ia, draw D.
series Ia, draw E
series Ia, draw F
1.02 carbon steel, treatment A.....
Annealed copper ................
Annealed brass .................
Annealed bronze................
Heat Treatment
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw AA; reheat to
4000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw AA; reheat to
6000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw AA; reheat to
8000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw AA; reheat to
10000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Anneal, reheat, and quench as for draw AA; reheat to
12000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
This material had been box annealed when received.
Box anneal as above; heat to 15000 F; hold 15 min.;
quench in water.
Heat to 15000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in furnace; polish
specimens.
Same as for treatment A; then apply tensile unit stress
of 57 600 lb. per sq. in. 20 times; repolish specimens.
Same as for treatment A; thenreanneal, polish specimens.
Same as for treatment A; then apply tensile unit stress
of 57 600 lb. per sq. in. 20 times; reanneal; polish
specimens.
Same as for treatment A; then apply tensile unit stress
of 44 800 lb. per sq. in. 20 times; reanneal; polish
specimens.
Heat to 17000 F; hold 20 min.; cool in air.
Normalize as above; reheat to 1425° F; quench in water;
reheat to 12000 F; cool in furnace.
Normalize as above; reheat to 14500 F; hold 15 min.;
quench in oil.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A; reheat to
6000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A; reheat to
8000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A; reheat to
1000° F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A; reheat to
12000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A; reheat to
14000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Same treatment as for draw A, Steel No. 10.
Normalize, reheat, and quench as for draw A, Steel No.
10; reheat to 4000 F; hold 30 min.; cool in air.
Same treatment as for draw B, Steel No. 10.
Same treatment as for draw C, Steel No. 10.
Same treatment as for draw D, Steel No. 10.
Same treatment as for draw E, Steel No. 10.
Same treatment as for draw F, Steel No. 10.
Heat to 14500 F; hold 30 min.; cool in furnace; reheat to
14500 F; hold 30 min.; quench in oil.
Rod extruded from billet; heat to 9700 F; hold 30 min.;
cool in furnace.
Cast in 6j" billet; heat to 14360 F; cool to 12920 F;
extrude to 1 in.; reheat to 10220 F; hold 30 min.;
pickle and wash; draw to I in.; straighten: reheat to
1022° F; hold 30 min.; pickle and wash.
Cast in li•" rod; reduce to 1 in. round; heat to
12920 F; hold 30 min.; pickle and wash; draw to j in.
round; reheat to 1292° F: hold 30 min.; pickle and
wash; draw to I in. round; reheat to 1292* F; hold 30
min.; pickle and wash.
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ing of certain interatomic bonds in the metal and the establishment of
other interatomic bonds, in some cases stronger than the original.
It seems probable that under slip there never is a complete exchange of
bonds by each atom, but that certain atoms loose their bonds with other
adjacent atoms without reestablishing new bonds. When the minute
flaws which always exist in a metal are considered, and the tendency to
localized stress at the edges of such flaws is noted, the probability of
breaking some atomic bonds without forming new bonds is plainly seen.
Such a break of atomic bonds without the formation of new attachments
constitutes a minute fissure, and under repeated stress the localization
of stress at the edges of such fissures tends to cause their spread.
The action of metal under repeated stress may, then, be viewed as
the result of two opposing tendencies: a strengthening tendency and a
destructive one. For any metal it is reasonable to expect to find some
limit which, in general, may be measured by a nominal stress (one com-
puted by the ordinary formulas of mechanics of materials) below which
the strengthening tendency predominates and above which the destruc-
tive tendency predominates.
The predominance of the strengthening tendency below a certain
limit is shown experimentally by the increase both in static strength
and in strength under repeated stress of specimens which have been
subjected to millions of cycles of stress without failure. Experimental
data, on which the preceding results are based, are given in Tables 3 and
4, and the methods used in getting these test data are discussed on page
28. Another experimental illustration of this strengthening tendency
is found in the behavior of certain test specimens which, after a few
thousand cycles of stress, became appreciably hot, and then after some
millions of cycles of stress (with no interval of rest) became cool again
and ran out to 100 000 000 cycles of stress without failure.
8. Slip and Fracture.-In the preceding discussion a distinction has
been made between slip in metal in which broken atomic bonds are re-
placed by newly formed atomic bonds and fracture in which an atomic
bond remains broken. Probably in actual material, both phenomena
occur together; and when slip occurs, with a consequent relief of stress
at the location of the slip (and possibly. the formation of strong amor-
phous material), there also occur microscopic fractures between atoms or
groups of atoms, which are not healed after slip has taken place. In
the case of the 0.02 per cent carbon steel (ingot iron) the endurance
limit was above the proportional elastic limit and the yield point.
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TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR STEEL RETESTED AFTER 10 000 000 OR MORE CYCLES
OF STRESS AT OR NEAR THE ORIGINAL ENDURANCE LIMIT
Except where otherwise noted the speed of the testing machine was 1500 r. p. m.
Treatment
Normalized
Sorbitic
Draw A
Draw B
Draw C
Draw D
Draw E
Draw F
AA
As received
Normalized
Sorbitic
Normalized
Sorbitic B
A
B
C
D
Sorbitic
Specimen
1E65A
1AOC
1A78C
1F39E
1A26P
1H39BA
lI78AB
1H78AC
1H39BC
1J26BB
11I26BD
1I78BB
1J26BC
1IOBA
IH26BD
1I91AB
1J39BB
1I78BD
1J52AA
2D34
2B0
2A18
2D50
3C26G
3B13I
3C39K
3C13D
3A26P
3A13I
4B13I
4A32D
4A32Q
4A32Y
4A32C
4A32V
5C117A
5B91A
5D26A
5G78AC
5F91AC
5HOAB
5H13AC
5G39AB
5E39AC
5KOA
5J91 G
5J91B
6Fl3C
6D91A
Metal
No.
Average Increase of
Endurance Limit above
Original Value
per cent
Greater than Less than
Total Cycles
101 920 200
104 481 900
146 820 900
133 352 700
155 473 100
16 842 500
13 876 100
10 812 000
10 837 300
13 342 200
20 047 400
15 696 200
12 370 200
26 776 300
12 847 800
43 335 700
25 273 900
39 077 900
106 513 800
123 720 700
169 699 100
156 563 400
123 629 800
132 178 600
125 434 200
134 161 900
103 425 700
134 677 600
144 197 900
207 982 600
372 822 100
166 631 500
134 377 200
130 585 400
150 446 500
100 301 000
100 699 600
185 943 900
105 232 200
142 990 500
103 153 300
102 008 300
103 298 100
103 593 200
102 452 100
103 727 400
121 769 900
100 877 000
228 742 800
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
Metal
No.
6
7
9
10
10a
Treatment
Troostitic
A
B
C
D
BB
CC
DD
EE
FF
As received
Quenched
Normalized
Sorbitic
Annealed A
Annealed B
Annealed C
Annealed D
Annealed E
Draw A
Draw B
Draw D
Draw E
Draw F
Draw A
Draw AA
Draw B
Draw C
Specimen
6B39C
6C139C
7P91C
7R65B
7N143D
7D91C
7JJ26D
7JJ78C
7JJ78B
7GGOB
7GGOD
7FF13B
7NN65A
7NN78C
7NNOA
7MM52D
7NN26A
700117C
7MM156D
700117D
9L13A
9LOB
9K13A
9H65
90108A
9P39A
10P13D
1000C
10K182A
10F78C
10D169B
10C182C
10C169D
10K52
10J195C
10F25C
10V78A
10V117A
10V78B
10Ul117C
10V117B
10V117C
10V117D
10SOB
10S13D
10S192A
10S169A
10S130B
10S91A
10T13A
10T130B
10R143A
10U65B
10T26B
10R169A
Average Increase of
Endurance Limit above
Original Value
Total Cycles per cent
Greater than Less than
-I--
101 1-1 300 1.0 2.0
101 221 100 0 1.0
102 754 400 0 1.2
53 973 800 1.4 3.1
123 756 700 1.2 3.3
106 712 500 0 0
176 867 600 7.8 9.4
48 971 100 0 3.3
99 079 200 0 1.7
65 280 700 0.9 3.7
65 818 800 0 1.9
91 502 200 2.0 3.9
55 294 800 9.4 13.0
39 562 600 8.7 11.2
109 310 200 0 0.5
101 733 300 0 1.3
107 089 700 1.0 1.1
128 784 600 9.1 10.8
103 629 300 0 1.1
106 854 500 0 1.2
112 797 200. 0 3.8
144 487 800 4.2 6.1
200 039 900 2.3 6.1
206 076 400 3.1 6.5
107 184 700 3.0 6.0
117 788 100 13.6 16.3
1 032 897 600 16.3 19.6
117 909 100 10.6 14.2
52 595 200 6.2 10.4
108 543 100 0 2.5
106 867 900 1.2 2.9
104 580 400 5.2 6.2
104 031 200 4.8 5.7
49 851 000 21.0 22.5
57 051 000 3.3 5.2
208 027 500 13.5 16.6
107 323 800 0 10.0
113 114 800 9.7 13.2
137 581 300 16.1 20.5
125 008 800 15.1 18.2
130 926 100 18.5 21.2
107 500 100 10.3 14.0
121 017 300 20.1 23.5
13 194 100 0 6.2
26 297 400 1.5 2.0
26 556 600 0 1.6
12 387 600 0 2.2
15 659 500 0 24.6
25 457 100 7.7 11 1
32 172 300 2.3 4.2
91 813 800 28.4 31.0
21 381 000 1.6 3.1
19 006 100 3.4 5.2
21 278 900 3.1 4,8
42 152 900 2.3 4.0
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TABLE 3 (CONCLUDED)
Average Increase of
Endurance Limit above
Original Value
Metal Treatment Specimen Total Cycles per cent
No. ___________
Greater than Less than
10a Draw D 10TOC 12 119 500 0 2.7
Draw E 10R130A 28 968 300 1.9 4.0
Draw F 10R195A 25 953 800 9.2 12.0
70 As received 70A8D 214 482 300 11.1 16.0
70A8A 221 524 700 13.8 19.5
1 Draw D 1I52BB* 35 476 900 4.6 5.3
1H26BB* 11 711 400 0 1.0
5 B 5EOAA* 10 852 400 0 1.5
7 C 7JJ26CA* 17 858 800 1.7 3.3
Draw EE 7MM39B* 32 810 200 7.1 10.2
Draw FF 700130C * 12 686 400 0 1.2
9 As received 9L26A* 30 809 600 3.7 10.7
9 As received 9J52At 16 966 000 0 0
1 Normalized 1F78Ct 43 955 000 17.4 20.4
*Speed of testing machine 200 r.p.m.
tSpeed of testing machine 3300 r.p.m.$Speed of testing machine 5000 r.p.m.
TABLE 4
EFFECT ON THE STATIC STRENGTH AND DUCTILITY OF 10 000 000 CYCLES OF
REVERSED AXIAL STRESS AT OR NEAR THE ORIGINAL ENDURANCE LIMIT
Values before Values after
Application of Application of Change in Values
Reversed Axial Reversed Axial due to Reversed
Stress Stress Axial Stress
Metal
No. Treatment Ultimate Ultimate Ultimate
Tensile Reduction Tensile Reduction Tensile Reduction
Strength of Area Strength of Area Strength of Area
lb. per lb. per
sq. in. per cent sq. in. per cent per cent per cent
4 Normalized............... 71 900 53.5 85 300 40.2 +18.7 -24.8
As received, transverse ... 71 600 43.9 83 300 23.3 +16.3 -47.0
As received, longitudinal .. 72 900 51.0 88 500 47.3 +21.5 - 7.3
Sorbitic................. 104 200 41.5 106 800 40.1 + 4.4 - 3.4
6 Sorbitic................. 115 000 39.6 116 800 44.0 + 1.6 +11.1
7 B...................... 111 800 60.2 116 200 55.8 + 3.9 - 7.3
C...................... 117 500 60.1 123 200 62.1 + 4.9 + 3.3
D...................... 101 600 52.2 104 000 48.9 + 2.3 - 6.3
10 Normalized ............ 91 500 39.5 105 500 29.2 +15.3 -26.0
70 As received, transverse ... 34 400 5.1 33 300 7.0 - 3.2 +37.2
As received, longitudinal . .46 900 29.3 52 000 31.6 +10.9 + 7.9
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Figure 1 shows a micrograph of this metal stressed in tension to a stress
below the endurance limit determined in the reversed-flexure tests.
Slip bands are clearly marked. Gough at the National Physical Labora-
tory (British), Lessels* at the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Companies Laboratories, and Gillett at the Cornell University station
of the U. S. Bureau of Mines have also reported cases in which the
endurance limit was found to be above the proportional elastic limit.
Gough and Hansen have observed slip lines formed at stresses below the
endurance limit.t These results indicate that fatigue failure does not
necessarily follow the first slip within the crystalline grains. On the other
hand, in tests of monel metal and of hard steel failure has occurred under
reversed stresses lower than those required to give any evidence of slip
(such as rise of temperature, proportional elastic limit, etc.).1 It does
not seem certain that slip always precedes failure. To what stage a
spreading crack must develop to insure fatigue failure is an unsolved
question,-evidently for soft wrought ferrous metals the critical stage
is somewhere between the first intra-crystalline slip and the appearance
of a spreading crack visible to the unaided eye.
The endurance limit has been discussed as if it were a sharply
defined limit. It seems probable that for any metal the endurance limit
would not be sharply defined but would lie within a range of values.
The possibility should be recognized that for stresses below the endur-
ance limit (as determined in the laboratory) the spread of fractures may
not be entirely prevented, but only delayed so that final fractures of the
metal may occur after billions of repetitions of stress. On this point it
is obvious that experimental data will be very difficult to get.
In the opinion of the authors the theory of the progressive fracture
of materials under repeated stress explains, at least in a qualitative way,
the observed relation between endurance limit and ultimate tensile
strength in wrought ferrous metals. Fatigue failure of metal should be
regarded as an actual tearing apart, and while the mechanism of failure
differs in many details from that of failure in tension test specimens,
nevertheless, the common feature of forcible separation of atoms or
particles occurs in both cases, and it is this forcible tearing apart which
constitutes fracture.
*Proc. Am. Soc. for Test. Materials, Vol. 23, Part II, p. 122, 1923.
t"The Behaviour of Metals Subjected to Repeated Stresses," Proc. Royal Society, A, Vol. 104,
1923.
tSee Fig. 13 and Table 13 for values for monel metal; see Bulletin 136, Table 7, and Table 4, Steel
No. 1, treatment A. Gillett of the U. S. Bureau of Mines reports similar results for hard steel.
(a) Unstressed
(b) Stressed to Yield Point
(c) Stressed Nearly to Ultimate
FIG. 1. MICROGRAPHS OF 0.02 CARBON STEEL (INGOT
IRON), UNSTRESSED AND STRESSED
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If the progressive fracture theory of fatigue of metals, as explained
in this chapter, is accepted, it must be recognized that there is an ele-
ment of chance in the failure of any given piece of metal. If the piece
of metal is composed of two kinds of grains, say ferrite and pearlite,
the probabilities of a crack starting in the weaker ferrite and spreading
to a considerable extent without being stopped by a crystal of pearlite
are higher for coarse-grained metal than for fine-grained. Jeffries and
Archer* in their well-known slip interference theory of hardness have dis-
cussed this feature in detail and have shown that there are critical grain
sizes, with a consequent arrangement of hard particles and soft particles
which is most favorable to the resistance to spreading fracture.
In a metal composed of two or more kinds of crystalline grains the
stress distribution between the grains is a function of the relative moduli
of elasticity of the different kinds of grains. For steel the variation of
modulus of elasticity between ferrite grains and pearlite grains is not
great, as is evidenced by the slight variation of values between low-
carbon steel and eutectoid steel, but for some non-ferrous metals there
might be a considerable inequality of stress between different kinds of
constituent crystalline grains.
The endurance limits for wrought ferrous metals obtained in tests
under reversed axial stress (tension and compression) are lower than
those obtained under reversed-bending tests. This would seem reason-
able in view of the greater opportunity for the development of cracks
in a specimen uniformly stressed over its entire cross-section as com-
pared with one having maximum stress only at the surfaces.
9. Application of the Theory of Fatigue of Metals.-Both the slip
band theory and the progressive fracture theory of the fatigue of metals
recognize the fact that metal is not a homogeneous substance but that
it has spots and planes of weakness. Furthermore, the fact should be
recognized that the lack of homogeneity affects the regularity of stress-
distribution, causing marked concentration of stress at the edges of
flaws and minute cracks, whether such flaws and cracks are present in
the original metal or are developed under repeated stress.
At first sight it may seem necessary to discard entirely the ordinary
formulas of mechanics of materials, since these formulas are all based
on the assumption of homogeneous material and regular stress distri-
bution. However, it seems entirely out of the question to attempt to
*Chem. and Met. Engineering, June 15, 1921, p. 1057.
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build up a new mechanics of materials, taking into account the ex-
tremely complex variations in quality of materials and in regularity of
stress distribution. To the authors it seems that the only practicable
plan is to retain the standard formulas of mechanics of materials, recog-
nizing that they represent stress values in a general statistical way for
considerable areas of material, and that for cases of static loading they
may be regarded as accurate. For the wrought ferrous metals, it seems
feasible to locate fairly definitely a limit, represented by a stress com-
puted by the ordinary formulas of mechanics of materials, below which
fatigue failure apparently will not occur. Whether such limits exist for
cast metals and for wrought non-ferrous metals is not at present certain.
It becomes necessary in estimating stresses in machine parts sub-
jected to repeated stress to be very thorough in the consideration of
localized stresses at notches, corners, and fillets.* Historically, the
common formulas of mechanics of materials have been developed mainly
in connection with structural and architectural problems-buildings and
bridges. In buildings and bridges reversals of stress seldom occur,
fatigue failures are very rare, and localized stresses are of little im-
portance. In designing machine parts it is necessary to compute (or
to estimate if computation is not possible) localized stresses in such
places as roots of threads and fillets. Not infrequently localized stresses
may be double the stresses given by the ordinary formulas of mechanics
of materials, and sometimes they are even higher.t
In choosing metals to be used under repeated stress it is not at
present feasible to give a quantitative statement for degree of homo-
geneity of structure. It is, however, desirable that microscopic exami-
nation of such material be made and that preference be given to material
showing a homogeneous fine-grained structure.
10. Reliability of Short-Time Tests for Endurance Limit.-In con-
nection with the discussion of a theory of the fatigue of metals it seems
proper to consider the bearing of that theory on the reliability of short-
time tests which are proposed for determining the fatigue strength of
*Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta., Bull. 124, p. 105.
tA striking illustration of this excessive localized stress has been furnished by the action of the
turnbuckle bolts in the machine shown in Fig. 4. The area at the root of the thread of these bolts is
four times the minimum area of the test specimen, and both bolts and specimen are subjected to the
same cycles of stress. The turnbuckle bolts have been made of various kinds of steel, including heat-
treated alloy steel. In the course of about two years' continuous use at least five turnbuckle bolts
have broken, showing clean fatigue fractures. This indicates that the intensified stress at the root of a
screw thread in tension may be as high as four times the average stress over the metal at the root of the
thread.
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metals. Such tests are the rise-of-temperature test and the deflection
test under cycles of reversed stress.* It seems probable that both of
these tests determine not the beginning of a spreading fatigue fracture
but the beginning of slip. For most wrought ferrous metals slip seems to
begin at a stress slightly lower than the endurance limit, and these tests
for wrought ferrous metals give "safe" values for the endurance limit,
up to a Brinell hardness of about 375. For cast metals and for wrought
non-ferrous metals it is not certain that these tests give results on the
safe side.t
It seems probable that for brittle metals there is little tendency
towards the formation of any new atomic bonds once an atomic bond is
broken. In other words, fracture takes place before any appreciable
degree of slip has developed, or, put in another way, for brittle metals
there seems to be little tendency towards healing of atomic bond frac-
tures. In the case of monel metal, though it is not a brittle metal, no
indication of slip was given by the rise-of-temperature test up to stresses
under which test specimens failed in a comparatively short time. The
whole matter of correlation between slip, fracture, and the results of
short-time tests for metals other than wrought ferrous metals, demands
further investigation.
III. EVIDENCE OF THE EXISTENCE OF AN ENDURANCE LIMIT FOR
WROUGHT FERROUS METALS AND OF THE IMPROVEMENT IN
STRENGTH OF SUCH METALS BY CYCLES OF REVERSED
STRESS AT OR BELOW THAT LIMIT
11. Tests of Understressed Steel.-In Bulletin 124 the endurance
limit was defined as that unit-stress below which a metal could with-
stand an indefinitely large number of reversals of stress without failure.
In Bulletin 136 certain preliminary tests were presented which seemed
to confirm the existence of such a limit, which could be obtained for
*See Bul. 124, Univ. of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta., p. 119, for rise-of-temperature test, and The Engineer
(London), August 12, 1921, for the deflection test.
tFrom the results of these short-time tests, when used for wrought ferrous metals, it is evident
that for all but the harder steels, the values of endurance limit obtained from short-time tests average
somewhat lower than the endurance limits found by the use of long-time tests. This suggests that slip,
which may be subsequently "healed," occurs below the endurance limit. On the other hand there are
occasional cases, especially for hard steels, in which the rise-of-temperature test gives an endurance
limit higher than the endurance limit given by long-time tests, and this indicates a possibility that in
such cases fracture starts without the previous occurrence of slip, or at least with a slip so slight as
to be incapable of being detected.
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wrought ferrous metals by reversing the stress 10 000 000 or more
times in a fatigue testing machine, and which could be indicated with a
close degree of precision by a short-time test such as the rise-of-tempera-
ture test developed at the laboratory of this investigation or a load-de-
flection test as devised by Gough of the National Physical Laboratory.
In this section of the present bulletin is presented a summary of
evidence confirming the fact that a wrought ferrous metal is improved
by testing at or below the endurance limit in a fatigue testing machine.
It can hardly be said dogmatically that there exists for a wrought ferrous
metal an endurance limit below which it can withstand an infinite
number of repetitions of stress because of the impossibility of presenting
experimental evidence. The authors, however, have taken all the avail-
able specimens of steel which have run without failure to 100 000 000
cycles of stress at or near the endurance limit and have retested them by
increasing the stress in small increments until the specimens have
eventually broken. The complete data are in the files of the investiga-
tion and copies will be lent to interested parties. In Table 3 is given the
summary of these results with the percentage of increase in the endur-
ance limit.
That the metal has been improved is evidenced by the fact that in
some cases the unit-stress at fracture is 25 per cent or more above the
original endurance limit. Had the specimens been run in their virgin
state there is no doubt but that they would have broken somewhere
near the early part of the curve shown on S-N diagrams similar to those
in Fig. 2. Not all steels, however, are susceptible to this large percentage
of increase in the endurance limit. In general, it may be said that the
steels that have had their strength materially increased by heat treat-
ment are less likely to .respond to an increase in strength due to cold
work.*
It has long been recognized that cold-drawn steel gives strength
greater than that of the original material, and it is conceived that repeated
stressing tends to cause over minute areas a certain kind of cold work
which is defined below as the adjusting of the particles of a material
so that they are in a position to exert an increased resistance to break-
*It is suggested that the cold work referred to above is similar in its nature to the cold work done
on cold-rolled or cold-drawn metal. Although cold work done over small areas does not produce a
marked general deformation of a part there is the possibility of localized rearrangement of particles
initially disadvantageously placed, so that considerable strengthening effect may be produced at criti-
cal locations. The strengthening effect of cold rolling or cold drawing is of the same nature but of much
wider extent.
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FIG. 2. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR STEEL RETESTED AFTER 100 000 000 CYCLES OF STRESS
AT OR NEAR THE ORIGINAL ENDURANCE LIMIT
down. That a wrought ferrous metal has this property can hardly be
disputed in the face of the experimental evidence here presented. Test
results at other laboratories also indicate this improvement in resistance
to stress.
It may also be said, in general, that the improvement due to re-
peated stress is some function of the stress at which the particular
material is tested and of the total number of cycles of stress applied.
That the amount of improvement is limited is a logical supposition and
it may also be imagined that somewhere the S-N curve, as shown in
Cyc/es for l ip/^rt, fall
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Fig. 2, may become horizontal or -even have a downward tendency and
that this downward tendency may even bring the curve back to the origi-
nal endurance limit line; but the indications are that at one billion
cycles the curve is considerably higher than at a hundred million, and
this may be considered as giving to the phrase "an indefinitely large
number of reversals of stress," used in the definition of the endurance
limit, a significance for wrought ferrous metals which is very.reassuring.
In addition to tests on specimens repeatedly stressed at or near the
endurance limit, tests were run on specimens which before such repeated
stressing had been subjected to a number of stresses well above the en-
durance limit of the metal -in some cases these stresses were above the
yield point of the metal. Table 6 gives a summary of test data for speci-
mens overstressed, then subjected to repeated stress at or below the
endurance limit, and finally subjected to periods of millions of cycles of
repeated stress of increasing magnitude until fracture occurred. Complete
test data are preserved in the files of the investigation, and copies of such
data will be lent to interested parties. For such specimens it is possible
to estimate within limits the increase in fatigue strength brought about
by this repeated stressing after overstress. It is seen from Table 6 that
while overstressing reduces the fatigue strength below the endurance
limit of the virgin metal, subsequent repeated stressing partly, and
sometimes completely, restores the fatigue strength lost by overstressing.
The general effect of repeated stress on the static properties of
wrought ferrous metal was also studied, and special attention was given
to determining whether a change in static ultimate strength of a specimen
subjected to repeated stress follows a change in the endurance limit.
After certain of the axial-stress specimens had been subjected to
10 000 000 cycles at or near the endurance limit they were taken out
of the fatigue testing machine and tested statically for ultimate strength
and other mechanical properties. The results of these static tests were
compared with the values obtained in static tests of the same metal
which had not been subjected to cycles of stress in a fatigue testing
machine. A summary of the results of these tests is presented in Table 4.
Preliminary tests had been run on a rotating-beam type of test speci-
men and a slight improvement in static tensile strength had been noted.
It was thought, however, that in the preliminary tests the maximum
repeated stress tending to improve the metal had an opportunity to
act only on the "skin" of the specimen, and did not allow the entire
cross-section to be affected. The second series of fatigue tests was run
on an axial-stress testing machine. It should be noted in Table 4 that
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TABLE 5
EFFECT OF 10 000 000 OR MORE CYCLES OF STRESS AT OR NEAR THE ENDURANCE
LIMIT ON LENGTH OF "LIFE" OF STEEL STRESSED ABOVE THE
ENDURANCE LIMIT
All specimens were from No. 10 steel. Specimens were subjected to 10 000 000 or more cycles
of stress at or near the original endurance limit, and then tested to destruction at stresses well above
the endurance limit.
Cycles of Stress
for Rupture
Specimen Unit Stress Cycles of Stress Predicted fromlb. per sq. in. for Rupture Original S-N
Diagram for Metal
10C 117Ct 23 500 3 762 800*
24 500 2 013 200*
25 500 2 240 000*
26 400 6 535 000*
27 400 4 367 000*
28 400 3 688 000 550 000
10G 130Af 23 500 10 734 000*
28 400 749 000 550 000
10D 91AI 19 000 21 800 000*
23 800 3 780 700 550 000
10D 39Ct 18 800 12 480 000*
28 600 1 079 000 260 000
10E 143BI 16 900 10 090 000*
39 100 163 400 80 000
10D OBt 24 300 48 290 000*
25 200 760 300*
25 700 830 400 800 000
10F 13B 48 100 12 793 400*
51 100 1 214 200 360 000
*Specimen did not fail.
tSquare-shouldered specimen.
tV-notched specimen.
the general relation of strength and reduction of area is the same as for
steels improved by heat treating.
There are also given in Table 5 the results of a series of tests on the
effect of repeated understressing which were made for a thesis by Mr.
J. A. Goff, a student at the University of Illinois. It will be noted that
the final stress put on any specimen was expected to cause fracture after
a certain number of cycles of stress, but that in every case the expected
number of cycles was exceeded; thus giving evidence in a qualitative
way that stressing below the endurance limit tends to improve the
strength of wrought ferrous metal.
12. Tests of Overstressed Steel.-In this section the term "over-
stressed steel" is applied to steel subjected one or more times to a stress
above its endurance limit. The effect of a slight overstress applied in a
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FIG. 3. DIAGRAM SHOWING EFFECT ON ENDURANCE LIMIT OF DIRECT
AXIAL STATIC STRESS APPLIED TWENTY TIMES
repeated stress testing machine for several thousand cycles was dis-
cussed in Bulletin 124, p. 112. The effect of a heavy overstress applied
axially a few times in a static testing machine was discussed in Bulletin
136, p. 60. In Bulletin 136 the effect of a period of rest and of subjecting
overstressed specimens to the heat of boiling water was also discussed.
Part of Table 7 and Fig. 3 are reproduced from Table 11 and Fig. 29
in Bulletin 136.
In the present bulletin there is presented a study of the effect of
re-heat treating and of repolishing specimens of annealed carbon steel
after severe axial overstrain. The heat treatment after overstrain was
planned to bring the steel to a state as near as possible to that existing
before overstrain.
The results of the tests on overstressed annealed carbon steel are
given in Tables 6 and 7 and the test data are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig.
12. A study of Table 7 will show that the effect of overstress on the en-
durance limit in no case exceeds 25 per cent, and that the effects of sub-
sequent heat treatment and of repolishing are not great. A comparison
of the results given in Table 7 shows that the steel tested in the annealed
state withstood overstress with less damage than steel tested in the
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TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR STEEL SUBJECTED TO STRESS ABOVE THE ORIGINAL EN-
DURANCE LIMIT BUT NOT TESTED TO FAILURE; THEN SUBJECTED TO
10 000 000 OR MORE CYCLES OF STRESS AT OR NEAR THE
ORIGINAL ENDURANCE LIMIT OF THE METAL
In considering the values given in this table three endurance limits must be kept in mind: (1) the
original endurance limit of the metal, (2) the endurance limit of the metal after overstress, and (3) the
endurance limit of the metal after overstress (not carried to failure) followed by cycles of stress at or
near the endurance limit. Endurance limit (3) is greater than endurance limit (2), as is shown in this
table, but endurance limit (3) is, however, less than endurance limit (1).
Increase over Endurance Amount of
Limit after Over- Overstress
stress (2) of Endurance Applied
Limit after subsequent
Specimen Total Cycles Understress (3)of Stress per cent Excess over
Number Original
of Endurance
Greater Less Cycles Limit
than than per cent
Steel No. 1, 1.20 carbon, sorbitic
IFOC 46 536 000 5.0 7.5 5 000 20
1F52G 42 615 900 18.8 21.4 5 000 20
1F39F 43 065 800 4.1 6.5 5 000 20
1F39D 80 686 600 13.5 16.1 5 000 20
1F39A 63 974 800 20.7 22.6 10 000 20
1F26B 66 153 200 19.9 24.4 10 000 20
Steel No. 10, 0.49 carbon, sorbitic
10B26D 13 594 600 0 1.0 100 38
10B169B 11 395 600 0 1.0 100 38
10C13B 36 453 200 12.7 15.8 100 38
10D104D 22 157 400 0.7 3.3 1 000 35
10G143A 10 646 200 0.8 2.9 1 000 29
10F26A 38 656 400 15.1 18.6 5 000 29
10F13C 142 769 300 23.2 26.8 5 000 29
10C104C 11 496 500 0 2.1 5 000 20
10B65D 26 447 900 6.9 10.1 5 000 10
10G26D 13 443 600 2.5 4.8
10K143B 116 649 100 6.0 7.8 20 axial 15 (a)
10K143X 31 045 100 2.0 4.0 20 axial 15 (b)
10N13C 138 780 600 18.1 21.3 20 axial 15 (c)
10K52B 104 506 800 0 2.5 20 axial 30 (a)
10K156N 37 416 200 7.4 9.8 20 axial 30 (b)
10K69A 115 870 600 2.1 4.7 20 axial 30 (c)
10K25A 123 751 900 6.4 8.5 20 axial 30 (c)
10L39C 106 154 200 4.4 6.8 20 axial 30 (d)
10NOC 166 415 100 41.5 45.2 20 axial 40 (a)
10K78B 78 951 800 26.2 28.8 20 axial 40 (b)
10K156B 36 717 900 17.3 19.5 20 axial 40 (b)
10L182C 128 534 700 10.0 12.1 20 axial 50 (a)
10K78 102 378 900 36.0 39.0 20 axial 50 (b)
10K156 57 604 300 22.4 24.8 20 axial 50 (b)
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)
Increase over Endurance Amount of
Limit after Over- Overstress
stress (2) of Endurance Applied
Limit after subsequent
Specimen Total Cycles Understress (3)
of Stress per cent Excess over
Number Original
of Endurance
Greater Less Cycles Limit
than than per cent
Steel No. 10, 0.49 carbon, sorbitic
10KOC 103 670 300 0 1.0 20 axial 50 (c)
10L65A 122 138 600 4.0 6.3 20 axial 50 (c)
10K91B 123 804 400 15.6 19.0 20 axial 50 (d)
10M143A 138 875 300 17.1 20.2 1 axial 60 (a)
10M143B 86 184 100 20.2 23.2 1 axial 60 (a)
10M127B 86 089 400 13.9 15.9 1 axial 60 (a)
10M78B 52 016 900 17.1 20.2 1 axial 60 (a)
10M65B 40 580 700 0 1.9 10 axial 60 (a)
10M130A 81 138 500 17.0 20.0 10 axial 60 (a)
10M169 131 945 300 11.7 15.1 20 axial 60 (a)
10K91A 121 695 900 7.1 10.2 20 axial 60 (d)
10LOA 139 603 700 14.6 17.1 20 axial 60 (d)
10K169B 136 771 700 18.1 21.6 20 axial 70 (a)
10N13B 140 016 200 14.6 17.2 20 axial 70 (c)
10K117A 127 660 900 9.7 12.4 20 axial 70 (c)
10K13B 108 764 000 0 23.8 20 axial 70 (c)
10NOA 77 084 000 15.1 18.1 20 axial 70 (c)
10K104C 120 925 900 6.7 9.0 20 axial 70 (d)
10N52A 125 299 000 9.5 11.7 20 axial 70 (e)
10N52D 147 039 500 21.2 24.0 20 axial 70 (e)
Steel No. 10, 0.49 carbon, annealed
10V117C 107 500 100 10.3 14.0 20 axial 80 (e)
10V117A 112 388 800 9.7 13.2 20 axial 80 (e)
10V78B 137 581 300 16.1 20.6 20 axial 80 (e)
10U117D 121 017 300 20.1 23.6 20 axial 40 (e)
(a) Specimen tested immediately after overstress.
(b) Specimen rested from 3 to 15 days after overstress.
(c) Specimen boiled in water for one hour, cooled and tested immediately.
(d) Specimen rested 3 months after overstress before testing.
(e) Specimen polished after overstress and tested immediately.
NOTE: Specimen 10G26D, 0.49 carbon, sorbitic was subjected to 2 000 000 cycles of stress 10
per cent below the original endurance limit of the metal, and its endurance limit after these cycles of
understress was raised more than 2.5 per cent and less than 4.8 per cent.
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sorbitic state. The endurance limit was reduced 22.9 per cent for
sorbitic 0.49 per cent carbon steel which had been axially stressed 20
times to a stress 70 per cent above the endurance limit; the endurance
limit was reduced less than 10 per cent for annealed 0.49 per cent carbon
steel which had been axially stressed 20 times to a stress 80 per cent
above the endurance limit. It is conceivable that the inherent capacity
for "healing" scars due to slip is diminished by heat treatment which
raises the strength and lowers the ductility.
In Bulletin 124 the effect of surface finish on endurance limit of
steel was studied, and was found to be marked. Heavy overstress tends
to roughen the surface of a machine or structural part, and in extreme
cases even to cause minute cracks. (Note: In cold-rolled steel or cold-
drawn steel this roughening effect is prevented by the shape of the rolls
or dies used, and the steel is given a very smooth surface finish by the
dies.) As may be seen from Table 7 the endurance limit was somewhat
increased for the specimens which were repolished after overstress. The
improvement in fatigue strength of overstressed steel brought about
by polishing may be explained by the tendency of polishing to destroy
shallow surface cracks which might act as nuclei for the spread of
fracture. This effect seems worthy of further study.
The application of repeated stress below the endurance limit seems
to be an effective means of restoring the fatigue strength of steel which
has been overstressed. This is shown by a study of the results on re-
tested annealed 0.49 per cent carbon steel as given in Table 6 and the
results on 0.49 per cent carbon steel boiled, rested, and reannealed, as
given in Table 7. See also Table 2 for details of heat treatment.
IV. RESISTANCE TO REVERSED AXIAL STRESS
(TENSION-COMPRESSION)
13. General Discussion.-In designing machine parts the fatigue
stress which most frequently demands study is repeated flexural stress.
Occasionally other types of repeated stress are encountered, such as
repeated torsion and repeated axial stress. An example of repeated axial
stress is found in the piston rod of a steam engine.
If there were a definite absolutely fixed tensile endurance limit for
a metal, and if that limit could be determined exactly, it would seem
reasonable to assume the endurance limit for reversed axial stress to be
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the same as the endurance limit for reversed flexural stress. This,
however, does not seem to be the case, at least for wrought ferrous metals,
and the endurance limit for reversed axial stress is found to be lower
than for reversed flexural stress. In each case, axial stress and flexural
stress, the endurance limit seems to lie within a narrow range of values
of unit-stress inside of which the strengthening influences and the de-
structive influences of repeated stress are very nearly balanced. Below
this range the metal does not fail even after an indefinitely large number
of cycles of stress, and above this range the metal fails after a com-
paratively small number of cycles of stress. It does not seem unreason-
able to assume that if the metal is subjected to reversed axial stress,
owing to the more nearly uniform distribution of stress over the entire
cross-section, the probability of fatigue failure developing from any
local weakness is greater than for metal subjected to reversed flexural
stress with maximum stress confined to the outer fibers of the cross-
section.*
A series of tests was undertaken to determine for several kinds of
steel the ratio between endurance limit under reversed axial stress to
endurance limit under reversed flexural stress.
14. Testing Machines.-Five types of testing machines for repeated
axial stress have been used by experimenters: (1) machines in which
the force applied to the specimen is set up by the centrifugal force of an
unbalanced rotating mass, and is measured by the magnitude of the un-
balanced mass and the angular velocity of rotation; this type of machine
is a special case of the inertia type of testing machine next described;
(2) machines in which the force applied is set up by the inertia of a re-
ciprocating mass, and is measured by the magnitude of the mass and its
maximum acceleration; (3) machines in which the force applied to the
specimen is produced by a low-frequency alternating-current electro-
magnet, and is measured by the amount of current flowing in the magnet
*In a letter from Dr. D. J. McAdam of the U. S. Naval Engineering Experiment Station a further
explanation is given of the reduced resistance to repeated axial stress as compared with resistance to
repeated flexural stress. He notes that repeated cycles of stress below the endurance limit raise the
original endurance limit of a metal. In the case of repeated flexural stress the layers of metal beneath the
outside are subjected to stresses below the endurance limit, and presumably the endurance limit of this
inside metal is raised. As a fatigue fracture progresses into a part subjected to cycles of flexural stress
it continually encounters strengthened metal, and there is a distinct tendency for the progress of the
fracture to be retarded or perhaps stopped. In a part subjected to cycles of axial stress the stress is
nearly uniform throughout the piece, and if a fatigue fracture starts no additional resistance to its
progress is offered by the strengthening of inside layers of metal by cycles of stress below the endurance
limit.
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coils; (4) machines in which the specimen is attached to a connecting
rod which is given reciprocating motion by a crank, and the force is
measured by the deflection of a spring vibrated back and forth by the
connecting rod; (5) machines in which the specimen is rotated around a
lever, being stressed alternately in tension and in compression to balance
a weight hung on the end of the lever.*
In considering types of machines to be used in the investigation of
metals under reversed axial stress, types (1) and (2), as given above,
were deemed unsuitable because for such machines any variation in the
speed of the machine introduces a serious error into the stress determina-
tion, the stress being proportional to the square of the speed. Machines
of type (3) were not considered available for the long-time tests involving
all-night running, which are characteristic of this investigation, because
in such machines the force exerted on the specimen by the magnets de-
pends not only on the amperage of the alternating current supplied,
but also on its frequency. The power available in the laboratories of the
investigation is alternating current with a nominal frequency of 60 cycles
per second. The actual frequency varies between 55 and 65 cycles per
second, and to use inertia machines or alternating-current magnet
machines it would be necessary to design and install a very expensive
speed-regulating device.t
In making tests under reversed axial stress two machines were
designed, built, and used: one of type (4) as given above, which is
referred to as a spring-type machine; and one of type (5), which is re-
ferred to as a rotating radial-specimen machine.
Figure 4 shows in diagram a spring-type machine. A calibrated
spring S is vibrated back and forth by means of the eccentric E and the
connecting rod R. The specimen T forms a part of the connecting rod,
and hence, as the spring is vibrated back and forth, is subjected to alter-
nate tension and compression. The throw of the spring, and hence the
maximum stress in each direction on the specimen, is measured by
micrometers M' and M". The crank of the machine has a constant length,
and the throw of the free end of the spring S is nearly constant. The
magnitude of the load can be varied by moving the fulcrum block F up
and down, changing the effective length of the spring. The position of
*For a more detailed description of types of repeated-stress testing machines see Batson and Hyde
"Mechanical Testing," Vol. 1, Chap. XIV.
tIt should be noted in the case of the alternating-current magnet testing machine designed by
Prof. B. Parker Haigh for tests under cycles of axial stress that error due to variation of frequency
of supply current is to a large degree eliminated by compensating electrical devices.
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FIG. 4. SPRING-TYPE TESTING MACHINE FOR REPEATED
AXIAL STRESS (TENSION-COMPRESSION)
the fulcrum is indicated by the pointer P on the scale Q. The length
of the connecting rod can be altered by means of the turnbuckle B; this
does not alter the total throw of the eccentric, but does alter the ratio of
tension to compression during a revolution of the shaft of the machine.
Either a cycle of stress involving complete reversal of stress or a cycle of
stress involving any desired ratio of tension to compression may be used,
as may be desired. The elastic curve of the loaded spring has been
determined both for slow operation of the machine by hand, and for oper-
ation at a speed of 560 r.p.m. Within the limits of observation the
elastic curve for both conditions was the same. The machine was regu-
larly run at a speed of 560 r.p.m.
Figure 5 shows in diagram a testing machine in which the speci-
men is rotated about a fixed lever. S is the specimen whose outer end
is fastened rigidly to the rotating head H. The inner end is fastened to
the block J which can slide freely in the direction of the axis of the speci-
men on guides G. This block is supported by the lever L which rests on a
knife edge N. At the outer end of the lever L is hung a weight W. In
the position shown the specimen is in compression and the load on the
specimen equals the weight W times m/n. When the head H rotates
90 degrees the upward push of the lever acts directly against the guide
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G, and produces no stress in the specimen. When the head H rotates
180 degrees from the position shown, tensile stress is set up in the speci-
men S.
A revolution counter K driven by a worm R gives the number-of
cycles in a test. A dash pot D minimizes surging of the weights. A
screw V prevents excessive throw of the block J when the specimen
breaks. A trigger device (not shown) is actuated by the drop of the
outer end of the lever L when a specimen breaks. This trigger device
releases a spring which opens the switch on the motor driving the
machine.
This machine is run at a speed of 1000 r.p.m. It can be used only
for tests in which there is complete reversal of stress during each cycle.
15. Specimens.-The design of specimens for tests under repeated
axial stress presents several difficulties, especially if the tests involve
reversal of stress. If the specimen is to receive compression it must be a
short specimen, else "long-column" action (flexure) will be set up. In a
short specimen with nominal axial load the stress is less evenly distributed
over the cross-section than in a specimen of medium length. Any method
used for gripping the specimen must give a very rigid grip, and this rigid
grip tends to introduce some flexure as well as axial stress. Figure 6
shows the specimen used with the machines described in the preceding
paragraphs. In this specimen the ends are threaded and the specimen
is held in tapped grips with lock nuts. The central portion is turned on a
5-inch radius and generous fillets connect this portion with the threaded
ends. In considering the results of tests under repeated axial stress it must
always be kept in mind that the maximum unit stress on the cross-sec-
tion is probably 10 per cent or more above the mean stress, even when
the specimen is very carefully centered in the grips.* The effect of non-
uniformity of stress-distribution on the results of tests under repeated
.axial stress is discussed in a later paragraph.
16. Test Data and Results.-The data of tests of specimens sub-
jected to reversed axial stress are in the files of the investigation, and
copies will be lent to interested parties. The complete S-N diagrams for
*Smith, C. A. M., "On Stress Distribution during Tension Tests," Engineering (London), Dec. 10,
1909, p. 796. For tension tests of specimens held in spherical-seated holders the ratio of maximum
stress to mean stress averaged 1.165; for compression tests of specimens with spherical-seated bearing
block the ratio averaged 1.059; for both tension tests and compression tests the average was 1.101.
Compression tests at the University of Illinois gave values differing but little from those given above.
Attention is also called to the discussion of shackles for tension specimens in the 1921 report of the
British Commission on Aircraft Materials.
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FIG. 6. SPECIMEN FOR REPEATED AXIAL STRESS TESTS
the data are given in Figs. 7-10 inclusive. The data of tests of specimens
subjected to cycles of axial stress not involving complete reversal are
also in the files of the investigation, and the corresponding S-N diagrams
are given in Figs. 9 and 10.
The endurance limits determined for metals subjected to reversed
axial stress are given in Table 8, and in this same table are given the
ratios of endurance limit under reversed axial stress to endurance limit
under reversed flexural stress. It will be noted that the average value
for this ratio is 0.64; but before drawing the conclusion that under re-
peated axial stress wrought ferrous metal fails at stresses only 64 per
cent of those which it can withstand under repeated flexural stress two
factors should be considered: (1) the effect of the testing machine, and
(2) the effect of uneven stress-distribution in the specimen.
Figures 9 and 10 show S-N diagrams for tests of the same metal
run on both types of axial-stress testing machines. The difference be-
tween the results given by the two machines does not seem to be greater
than the "scatter" of points from tests on one machine. Since the two
machines are of radically different design and since they were run at
different speeds, the coincidence of results seems to be an item of evi-
dence tending to show that the effect of type of testing machine on the
endurance limits was small.
It seems that there must be some appreciable effect on the endur-
ance limits from the non-uniformity of distribution of stress across the
cross-section of a tension-compression specimen and from non-uniformity
of the metal. It would seem that if this effect were great the ratio of
axial endurance limit to flexural endurance limit would be relatively
high for specimens of ductile material, in which there would be oppor-
tunity for adjustment of stress-distribution as the test proceeded. How-
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ever, the ratio was not materially greater for ductile steel than for
brittle steel, as may be seen from Table 8. The form of test specimen
shown in Fig. 6 has a rather sudden reduction of section from ends to
center. This seems unavoidable in a short stiff specimen capable of
withstanding compression as well as tension, and with ends large enough
to reduce the localized stresses at points where the specimen is gripped
below the stress at the center of the specimen. It is to be hoped that
there may be carried out a series of tests in repeated axial stress in which
the range of stress will be from a slight initial value in tension to a maxi-
mum value in tension and in which a long specimen may be used with
self-centering spherical-bearing shackles.
*N
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FIG. 9. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR REPEATED AXIAL STRESS TESTS, 3.50 NICKEL STEEL
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RESULTS OF TESTS
TABLE 8
OF SPECIMENS SELECTED TO CYCLES
STRESS (TENSION-COMPRESSION)
OF REVERSED AXIAL
Endurance Limit
lb. per sq. in.
Ratio of
Metal Axial Rotating- Endurance
No. Designation Testing Beam Test- Limits
Machine ing Ea; Ef
(Tension- Machine
Compression) (Flexure)
Ea Ef
1 1.20 carbon, normalized ...... 28 000 50 000 0.56
4 0.37 carbon,
as received, longitudinal..... 25 000
normalized, longitudinal..... 21 000 33 0006 60.64
sorbitic, longitudinal........ 33 000 57 000 0.58
as received, transverse ...... 20 000 ..........
normalized, transverse ..... 20 000 ..........
sorbitic, transverse......... 36 000 ... . ....
6 0.93 carbon, as received ....... 35 000
normalized ................ 20 000 30 500* 0.66
sorbitic ................... 36 000 56 000 0.64
7 3.50 nickel, treatment A ..... 44 000 64 000 0.69
treatment B ............... 38 000 63 000 0.60
treatment C ............... 42 000 64 000 0.66
treatment D .............. 36 500 54 000 0.68
9 0.02 carbon, as received ...... 17 000 26 000 0.65
10 0.49 carbon, normalized ...... 20 000 33 000 0.61
10a 0.53 carbon, normalized ...... 24 000 36 000t 0.67
70 Wrought iron, longitudinal .. .. 16 000 23 000 0.70
transverse................ 11 000 ... . ....
Average 0.64
*Value taken from tests of "pearlitic" 0.93 carbon steel.
tValue estimated from test results for 0.93 carbon steel, draw F.
The stress-distribution would not be any more regular for piston
rods, bolts, and other machine parts subjected to repeated axial stress
than for the specimen shown in Fig. 6 and used in the testing machines
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. While it is recognized that further tests may
modify the tentative conclusions stated here, it seems a safe statement
to make that for parts subjected to reversed axial stress the endurance
limit should not be regarded as more than 60 per cent of that for parts
subjected to reversed flexural stress.
As pointed out on p. 37 it does not seem unreasonable to assume
that for a machine part subjected in all fibers to a nearly uniform stress
the opportunity for and the probability of developing fatigue failure are
ILLINOIS ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
greater than in a machine part subjected to maximum stress only on the
outside fibers, and that the increased probability of starting a fatigue
failure corresponds to a lower endurance limit.
There is, however, another factor which should not be overlooked
in seeking an explanation for the comparatively low endurance limit
found in tests under reversed axial stress. As has been pointed out in
tests of specimens subjected to reversed axial load the whole cross-
section of the specimen is stressed nearly to the maximum unit-stress.
In general in rolled metal the central portion is slightly less homogeneous
than is the outside. Under axial load this slightly inferior central core
of metal plays a more important part in resisting stress than it does for
parts subjected to flexural load.*
A few British testst have been made which show a somewhat
lower endurance limit for reversed axial stress than for reversed flexural
stress, but which give higher values of the ratio than 0.64. In these
British tests the longest runs extended to a few million cycles, and it
does not seem certain that the real value of the endurance limit was
developed.
A few test results on specimens subjected to cycles of shearing stress
not involving complete reversal are discussed on p. 76.
V. MISCELLANEOUS TESTS AND TEST RESULTS
17. General Test Data.-Figures 7 to 16 inclusive give graphically
the general test data for repeated stress tests obtained since the publi-
cation of Bulletin 136. Complete tabulated test data are in the files
of the investigation and copies will be lent to interested parties. Table
9 gives all the endurance limits for reversed stress determined since the
beginning of the investigation. Table 1 gives the chemical analyses,
Table 2 the heat treatments, so far as they are known, Table 10 the re-
sults of static tension tests, and Table 11 the results of impact and hard-
ness tests for all ferrous metals tested.
18. Reversed-Stress Tests of Wrought Iron.-A number of specimens
were cut from an eye bar of an old wrought iron bridge, and static
tension tests, reversed-bending tests, and reversed-axial tests were
made. The average results of the static tension tests are given in Table
*This factor was partly eliminated in the case of specimens cut from billets.
t1921 Report of the Commission on Aircraft Materials.
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10. The endurance limits for reversed flexural stress are given in Tables
8 and 9, and the S-N diagrams are shown in Fig. 11. From the test
results it is seen that the relation between endurance limit and static
tensile strength for these wrought iron specimens does not differ materi-
ally from the average relation found for wrought ferrous metals in gen-
eral.
19. Reversed-Stress Tests of Specimens With and Across the Direc-
tion of Rolling.-The supply of wrought iron and of steel No. 4 was re-
ceived in bars of sufficient width to make it possible to cut specimens
with their axes perpendicular to the direction of rolling. Graphical test
data for reversed-stress tests of these transverse specimens and of cor-
responding specimens with their axes in the direction of rolling are given
in Figs. 8, 10, and 11. The summary of results for these fatigue tests
is given in Tables 8 and 9, and those for static tension tests of trans-
verse and of longitudinal specimens are given in Table 10. Nearly all
the reversed-stress tests for comparing the fatigue strength of specimens
cut longitudinally with that of specimens cut across the direction of
rolling were reversed-axial stress tests (tension-compression). A few
tests of wrought iron specimens were made in a rotating-spring type of
testing machine (Fig. 44, Bulletin 136).
The general strength ratios between longitudinal and transverse
strength for wrought iron and for steel No. 4 are given in Table 12.
For the specimens tested there did not seem to be any striking difference
in the ratio between static ultimate tensile strength and endurance limit
whether tests were made along or perpendicular to the direction of
rolling. It should be noted, however, that specimens tested "as re-
ceived" gave lower values both for static ultimate strength and endur-
ance limit for specimens tested across the direction of rolling than
for specimens tested along the direction of rolling. In Table 8 it
may be noted that for steel No. 4 tested "as received" the value of
the endurance limit for specimens tested along the direction of rolling is
about 25 per cent higher than for specimens tested across the direction
of rolling; whereas for specimens of normalized and sorbitic steel there
is very little difference in endurance limit between specimens tested
along and across the direction of rolling, respectively. In other words
for the specimens tested, heat treating seemed effective in neutralizing
the effect of rolling on endurance limit, and an examination of Table 12
shows that heat treatment seemed effective in neutralizing the effect of
rolling on static strength. In view of the experience of commercial drop
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forging plants this improvement of steel across the direction of rolling
by heat treating should be regarded as indicating a promising line of
investigation rather than a well-established general conclusion. More-
over, it must be kept in mind that the ductility of steel across the direc-
tion of rolling is generally inferior to that along the direction of rolling,
and that the tests herein reported on the static strength of longitudinal
and transverse specimens of steel show a reduced ductility after heat
treatment for steel tested across the direction of rolling, as compared
with steel tested along the direction of rolling (see Table 10). While
ductility does not seem to affect fatigue strength it is, of course, a valu-
able quality in steel.
In this connection it may be noted that tests by other investiga-
tors show, in general, somewhat less difference than that given in Table
12 between the static ultimate strength for specimens tested along and
across the direction of rolling, respectively.
From the S-N diagrams, shown in Figs. 8, 10, and 11, it is seen that
the results of individual tests .are somewhat more erratic for the "as
received" specimens with their axes perpendicular to the direction of
rolling than for the specimens with their axes parallel to the direction of
rolling.
20. Tests of Quenched Low-Carbon Steel.-In order to study the
effect of sudden cooling on the strength of low-carbon steel, tests were
made on specimens of steel No. 9, 0.02 carbon steel (ingot iron), which had
been subjected to the water quench as given in Table 2. Tables 9, 10, and
11 give the results of these tests, and it is seen that the static ultimate
tensile strength was raised about 18 per cent by the quenching and the
endurance limit about 27 per cent. These increases of strength, while
they are small compared with the increases possible in the case of high-
carbon steels and alloy steels, are appreciable. This increase of strength
is of special interest in view of the popular idea that the physical prop-
erties of low-carbon steel cannot be appreciably modified by heat treat-
ment.
21. Tests under Reversed Shearing Stress.-In Bulletin 124 the
Olsen-Foster machine for tests of specimens in reversed torsion (shear)
was described, and a few test data for tests on that machine were given.
In Bulletin 136 a new type of machine for tests in reversed torsion was
described, and designated as the Illinois reversed-torsion testing machine.
Since the publication of Bulletin 136 tests have been continued both on
the Olsen-Foster machine and on the Illinois machine. The data of tests
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TABLE 12
RATIO OF STRENGTH OF SPECIMENS WITH AXES TRANSVERSE TO DIRECTION OF
ROLLING TO STRENGTH OF SPECIMENS WITH AXES LONGITUDINAL TO
DIRECTION OF ROLLING
Ratio for Ulti- Ratio for
Metal Designation mate Tensile Endurance
No. Strengths Limits
70 W rought iron ........................... 0.74 0.74*
0.70t
4 0.37 carbon, as received................ 0.98 0.80t
normalized.................. 1.03 0.95t
sorbitic..................... 1.02 1.09t
*Average of reversed-axial stress test results and rotating-spring test results.
tTest results from reversed-axial stress tests.
TABLE 13
ENDURANCE LIMIT RATIOS IN REVERSED TORSION (SHEARING STRESS)
Endurance Limit Ratio of En-
lb. per sq. in. durance Limit in
Metal Designation Torsion to En-
No. durance Limit in
Torsion Flexure Flexure
1 1.20 carbon, normalized ...... 24 500 50 000 0.49
sorbitic.......... 48 000 92 000 0.52
3 0.52 carbon, normalized ....... 22 000 42 000 0.52
sorbitic.......... 31 500 55 000 0.57
4 0.37 carbon, normalized ....... 16 000 33 000 0.49
sorbitic A........ 32 500 57 000 0.57
5 Chrome-nickel, treatment A... 38 000 68 000 0.56
treatment B..... 32 500* 65 000 0.50
treatment C..... 34 000 67 000 0.51
treatment D..... 25 000 49 000 0.51
6 0.93 carbon, pearlitic ......... 16 300 30 500 0.53
sorbitic.......... 29 000 56 000 0.52
troostitic........ 52 000 98 000 0.53
7 3.5 nickel, treatment A...... 36 000* 64 000 0.56
treatment B .... 35 500* 63 000 0.56
treatment D..... 29 000 54 000 0.54
9 0.02 carbon, as received ... .. 12 700 26 000 0.49
10 0.49 carbon, normalized ..... 20 000 33 000 0.60
sorbitic .... . ... 28 000* 48 000 0.58
_ I _Avr. 0.534
*Average of test results from Olsen-Foster machine and Illinois machine.
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FIG. 12. S-N DIAGRAMS FOR REVERSED FLEXURE TESTS, 0.49 CARBON STEEL
made since the publication of Bulletin 136 are in the files of the investi-
gation, and copies will be lent to interested parties. The complete S-N
diagrams are given in Figs. 14 fo 16 inclusive. The summary of results
for all reversed-torsion tests made since the beginning of the investi-
gation is given in Table 13.
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For the wrought ferrous metals tested the ratio of endurance limit
for reversed shear to endurance limit for reversed flexure averages 0.53.
This ratio is not widely different from the average ratio of the static
elastic strength of wrought ferrous metals in shear to the static elastic
strength in tension.* This ratio, slightly greater than 0.50, is an item of
evidence tending to show that Guest's law (the maximum shear theory)
is to be regarded as an approximation rather than as an exact statement.
22. Preliminary Test Results for Certain Non-Ferrous Metals.-The
available data for long-time fatigue tests of non-ferrous metals are few.
The results of an extensive series of fatigue tests of manganese bronze,
aluminum alloys, and a magnesium alloy made at the laboratories of the
U. S. Air Service at McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio, have been published.t
In these tests an endurance limit is reported, but it was not developed
until more than 100 000 000 cycles of stress had been withstood, and it
is not nearly so clearly marked as are the endurance limits for wrought
ferrous metals. The value of the ratio of endurance limit to static ulti-
mate tensile strength for these non-ferrous metals was always lower than
0.50, and in one case was as low as 0.23.
In the investigation at the University of Illinois, fatigue tests are in
progress on specimens of monel metal, annealed copper, annealed brass,
annealed bronze, and a copper-nickel alloy. The test data thus far ob-
tained are given graphically in the S-N diagrams shown in Fig. 13.
An examination of the S-N diagram for monel metal shows test
results of a high degree of uniformity, but although specimens have been
subjected to as many as 300 000 000 cycles of stress no endurance limit
has been developed. For the copper-nickel alloy the results seem rather
erratic, and no endurance limit seems to have been developed, every
specimen tested having broken before withstanding 75 000 000 cycles of
stress. If there is an endurance limit for annealed copper, annealed brass,
or annealed bronze, it is not so well defined as for wrought ferrous metals,
and tests with a larger number of cycles of stress are required to deter-
mine it.
*"The Relation Between the Elastic Strengths of Steel in Tension, Compression, and Shear," Univ.
of Ill. Eng. Exp. Sta., Bul. 115, 1919.
tMoore, R. R., "Resistance of Manganese Bronze, Duralumin, and Electron Metal to Alternating
Stress," Proc. A. S. T. M., Vol. XXIII, Part II, p. 106, 1923.
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23. Tests of "Dirty" Steel.-A very few tests have been made on
specimens of "dirty" steel,* -a few tests of speciriens from steel cast-
ings, in which apparent defects had been brought out by deep etching.
The test data for these few tests are erratic. The effect on resistance
to fatigue of any "inclusion" in steel seems to be very largely a matter of
chance, depending on whether the inclusion is located at a point of high
stress or at a point of low stress. Some specimens of dirty steel gave as
high fatigue test results as did specimens of clean steel, while other
specimens of dirty steel gave low results.
*Dirty steel is steel containing many microscopic particles of oxide or other non-metallic inclu-
sians.
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A study of the fatigue strength of dirty steel might be expected to
yield results of great importance. In such a study it would be necessary
to make a very large number of tests, so as to be sure that in a number
of specimens the dirty spots were located near points of maximum stress.
VI. RESISTANCE TO REPEATED STRESS OTHER THAN
REVERSED STRESS
24. Apparatus and Test Specimens.-The tests dealt with in this
chapter are a continuation of the tests described by F. M. Howell in
Bulletin 136, in which the machine for tests with stress repeated but not
reversed used a rotating cantilever specimen with a long spring for pro-
ducing steady tensile stress. With this machine a stress as high as the
proportional elastic limit of the metal tended to cause "whipping" of
the specimen and a failure, caused not by the spreading of a fatigue
crack, but by inelastic bending. This limitation made it difficult to test
specimens in which the stress varied between different values in the same
direction, or even specimens for which the stress varied from zero to a
maximum, and, therefore, for the 1923 series of tests a different form of
machine was devised.
The apparatus used in the present series of tests is shown in Fig. 17
and is a combination of the machines shown in Figs. 30 and 44, Bulletin
136. In this machine one end of the specimen S is held rigid in the vise
V, and the other end, which runs in the bearing B, is rotated in a small
circle. Sidewise pressure, which can be adjusted by means of a screw,
is brought on the bearing B by a calibrated indicator spring I. The
compression of the spring, and hence the load on the specimen, is meas-
ured by means of a strain-gage spanning the gage-holes GG near the
ends of the spring. The rotating spring is carried in the cross-head C.
Sidewise motion of the bearing B is prevented by placing the bearing
in a slot, and excessive displacement of the bearing, when the specimen
breaks, by the rod R. The cross-head is driven by a shaft H, a pulley P,
and a motor not shown in the figure. The number of revolutions of the
cross-head is measured by the revolution-counter K which is driven by a
worm on the drive-shaft H.
The specimen used is shown in Fig. 18. When tests of specimens
under cycles of stress not completely reversed are made, an axial tensile
load is applied to the specimen S (Fig. 17). Mounted on the specimen
and rotating with it is a spring Q, fitted at each end with a pair of knife-
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edges at right angles, E' and E", so as to exert uniform tension on the
specimen and at the same time permit it to bend. There is a shoulder on
the specimen at F, which supports one end of the spring apparatus; the
spring is compressed by tightening the nut L. As the specimen is
bent the fibers are subjected to a maximum stress, which is the sum
of the tensile stress resulting from the spring and the tensile stress
due to the bending load, and then to a minimum stress, which is
the algebraic sum of the tensile stress due to the spring and the com-
pressive stress resulting from bending. Any desired maximum or
minimum stress, or range of stress, can be obtained by varying the ten-
sion and bending loads. The axial load is applied in the manner described
in detail on page 68 of Bulletin 136.
FIG. 18. SPECIMEN FOR TESTS UNDER COMBINED AXIAL STRESS
AND REVERSED FLEXURE
For tests of specimens under cycles of axial stress not completely
reversed the spring-type testing machine shown in Fig. 4 was used.
By adjusting the turnbuckle B, in this machine, the length of the con-
necting rod can be changed and the ratio of minimum stress to maxi-
mum stress altered.
For tests of specimens under cycles of shearing stress (torsion)
repeated but not reversed, the Olsen-Foster machine, described on page
31 of Bulletin 124, was used. In this testing machine the range of shear-
ing stress can be varied by altering the relative initial compression on
the calibrated springs which measure the twisting moment.
25. Test Data and Results.-The data for tests involving various
ranges of stress are in the files of the investigation, and copies will be
lent to interested parties. The S-N diagrams for these tests are given in
Fig. 19. Table 14 gives a summary of the endurance limits determined
from the S-N diagrams for various ranges of stress.
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In tests of metals under cycles of completely reversed stress, the
unit-stress at the endurance limit is usually not greater than that at the
proportional elastic limit of the metal, and the actual unit-stress in the
metal differs but little from that computed by the common formulas
of the mechanics of materials. However, under cycles of stress not
involving complete reversal, the endurance limit is not infrequently
found at unit-stresses above the proportional elastic limit, and, conse-
quently, the tendency is for the actual unit-stresses to be somewhat lower
than the computed values.
As already noted, in the results reported in Bulletin 136 for tests
under varying range of stress, it was found necessary to exclude from
consideration as fatigue failures the failures of all specimens stressed
above the proportional elastic limit. This, however, was on account of
the action of the machine used, rather than the inexactness of stress
computation. By using the machine shown in Fig. 17 with a specimen
not rotating but fixed at one end, it was feasible to run tests at stresses
well above the proportional elastic limit of the metal. However, the
actual unit-stress for such cases is probably somewhat less than the
computed value.*
26. Discussion of Results of Tests.-In Fig. 20 are plotted values of
endurance limit ratios obtained for various ranges of stress. In this
figure are included the values found in previous tests and reported in
Bulletin 136. In Fig. 20 is also shown a solid straight line representing
the empirical equation tentatively proposed in Bulletin 136
Q r+3 (1)2
in which Q is the ratio of endurance limit for any value of r to the en-.
durance limit for complete reversal of stress, and r is the ratio of min-
imum stress to maximum stress for a cycle of stress.
It is seen that for repeated flexure tests and repeated axial stress
tests in both of which failure is a tension failure, the relation fits fairly
well the values determined by experiment for a range of r from -1.0 to 0,
and for one series of tests with r = + '3. The test results for various
ranges of shearing stress are discussed in a later paragraph.
*Any estimate of the variation between computed stress and actual stress for tests in which the
ratio of minimum to maximum stress approached the value zero or had a positive value, are difficult
to make. Factors tending to make the actual stress less than the computed stress are: (1) stress beyond
the proportional elastic limit of the metal; (2) any yielding in the bearings and knife-edges of the spring
Q, Fig. 17. A factor tending to neutralize these effects is the increase in proportional limit usually
brought about by repeated stress at or near the endurance limit.
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TABLE 14
SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF TESTS WITH VARYING RANGES OF STRESS
Ratio of Ratio of
Minimum Stress Endurance
Metal to Maximum Endurance Limit for
No. Designation Stress during Limit for Range to En-
Cycles of Range durance Limit
Stress for complete
Reversal
r lb. per sq. in. Q
Rotating-spring Tension-bending Machine (Fig. 17).
7 3.50 nickel, treatment D ...... -1.0 54 000 1.00
-0.5 62 000 1.15
-0.4 75 000 1.39
0 80 000 1.47
10 0.49 carbon, normalized ....... -1.0 36 000 1.00
-0.5 45 000 1.25
0 56 000 1.55
11 1.02 carbon, spring temper... -1.0 105 000 1.00
-0.67 124 000 1.18
-0.33 142 000 1.35
0 162 000 1.54
+0.33 180 000 1.72
Axial-stress machine (tension-compression, Fig. 4).
7 3.50 nickel, treatment A...... -1.0 44 000 1.00
-0.8 48 000 1.09
treatment B ...... -1.0 37 000 1.00
-0.8 49 000 1.32
-0.4 52 000 1.41
treatment D ...... -1.0 36 500 1.00
-0.4 44 000 1.21
Olsen-Foster machine (torsion).
1 1.20 carbon, normalized ...... -1.0 24 500 1.00
0 49 000 2.00
7 3.50 nickel, treatment A ...... -1.0 37 000 1.00
0 70 000 1.89
treatment B...... -1.0 36 000 1.00
-0.6 39 000 1.08
treatment D ...... -1.0 29 000 1.00
-0.6 35 000 1.21
0 57 000 1.97
10 0.49 carbon, normalized ..... -1.0 20 000 1.00
-0.6 24 000 1.20
0 37 000 1.85
sorbitic.......... -1.0 26 000 1.00
0 50 000 1.92
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27. The Application of the Strain Energy Relation to Test Results for
Varying Range of Stress.--The most recent theory to be applied to the
strength of materials maintains that the criterion for limiting strength
of a material is a definite quantity of energy per unit of volume, and that
this quantity of energy, rather than a limiting stress (tensile or shear-
ing) or a limiting strain, is the strength constant for a material. How-
ever, in applying this theory the stress corresponding to this given
quantity of energy is used. This theory has been extended and applied
to metals under static loading mainly by Professor B. Parker Haigh of
the Royal Naval College at Greenwich, England.*
A hypothesis suggested by the strain energy theory is that the
amount of energy per unit of volume per cycle of stress developed at the
endurance limit for reversed stress will be found to be the same as that
developed at the endurance limit for stress not completely reversed.
On the basis of this hypothesis the following formulas give the effect of
range of stress on the endurance limit:t
(1) Where the maximum stress is opposite in sign to the minimum
stress, Fig.21 (a), let the maximum unit-stress be Sr and the minimum unit-
stress rS,, r being the ratio of minimum stress to maximum stress.
Then the energy Wr per unit volume per cycle is represented by the
shaded area in Fig. 21 (a), and provided the static yield point is not
exceededt is given by the following equation:
S2  (rS=)2 1Wr = + [S- + (rS,) ' ]
2E 2E 2E
If r = - 1.0 (complete reversal)
w_,= [ S. +(-s.) -
2E E
In the second equation given above, the subscript - 1 denotes values for
complete reversal corresponding to values denoted by the subscript r
for the first equation given above.
*See Proceedings of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1919 meeting and
1921 meeting, Report of Committee on Stress Distribution in Engineering Materials.
tThe extension of the strain energy relation to the study of the strength of metals under repeated
stress is found in an article by T. M. Jasper in the Philosophical Magazine for October, 1923. The
treatment in this bulletin is an abbreviation of a part of that article.
:The question of whether the limit of reliability of the formulas is the yield point or the proportional
elastic limit is complicated by the cold-working effect of stresses above either limit named and the con-
sequent change in value of the limits. For practical purposes the formulas serve for stresses up to the
yield point of the metal.
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Then if S, is the endurance limit for range of stress denoted by r
and S&, is the endurance limit for complete reversal, and the amount of
energy per unit volume per cycle of stress is the same for complete re-
versal and the range represented by r,
W, = W-,
1 [S, + (rSr)'] = _
2E E
Sr 2 (1 + r) = 2S_, 2  (2)
S
and denoting -- r by Q
Q 1+ r2 (3)
(2) Where the maximum stress is of the same sign as the minimum
stress, Fig. 21 (b), following the same procedure as in the preceding
paragraph,
S 2 (rS,)' 2 S aWV, = - - - = -- (1 - r2) ; nd W, = W.,2E 2E 2E
(1 - r) =
2E E
S,' (1 - r) = 2S., (4)
or Q = 1 2  (5)
1 -r
In Fig. 20, the values of Q given by this relation are plotted as a
broken line designated "Strain Energy Relation." It is seen that up to
values of r = - 0.2 the empirical straight line relation Q = -- and2
the strain energy relation give results which are closely coincident, and
which agree fairly well with the observed test results. For r = 0, the
strain energy relation gives values which seem to lie below (on the safe
side) the test results, but it must be remembered that for this ratio the
endurance limit is above the proportional elastic limit for the metal
tested, and that the true stress probably lies slightly below the values
computed from the test data.
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FIG. 21. ENERGY DIAGRAMS FOR CYCLES OF STRESS
Data for tests with positive values of r are very few. A few tests
by Professor Haigh seem to fit fairly well the values given by the use of
equations (4) or (5)*. The one series of tests in the present investigation
with positive value of r gives a value for endurance limit which is some-
what higher than the value given by equation (5).
For determining an endurance limit under varying range of flexural
or axial stress, either equation (1) or equation (3) seems to give reliable
results for wrought ferrous metals for values of r ranging from -1.0 to 0.
Further tests especially for ranges for which r is positive are needed,
and are now in progress. It is to be noted also that the test results so
far obtained are all for wrought ferrous metals, and that there is no
assurance that the preceding relation holds for non-ferrous metals.
28. Effect of Range of Stress in Repeated Shearing Stress (Torsion).-
The effect of range of stress in repeated torsion was studied by means of
tests of specimens on an Olsen-Foster testing machine. The results
differed markedly from those for repeated-flexural tests or repeated-
axial stress tests. For a ratio of minimum to maximum shearing stress
of 0, the value of the ratio of the endurance limit for that range to the
*See article by T. M. Jasper, Philosophical Magazine, Oct., 1923, p. 615, in which thestrain energy
relation is used although the equations and diagrams are presented in different form.
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endurance limit for complete reversal averages 1.93, as is shown in Table
14. This result is in close agreement with results reported by Dr. D. J.
McAdam, Jr. at the U. S. Naval Engineering Experiment Station.*
A value of the ratio of 2 would indicate that the effect of repeated shear-
ing stress depends on the range of stress during a cycle, and not on the
maximum value of the stress. Sufficient data are not at hand to justify
a formula for the endurance limit in repeated shear for various ranges of
stress. However, it may be noted that the results given by equations
(1) and (2) would be on the safe side for repeated shearing stress.
As in the case of repeated-flexural and repeated-axial stress tests,
it must be kept in mind that experimental values have been determined
for wrought ferrous metals only. It must also be kept in mind in all
repeated stress computation that considerations of static strength
nearly always fix the yield poirt or the proportional elastic limit as the
effective criterion of static strength for a material. This may be too
high for some cases of repeated stress; but, in general, no consideration of
fatigue strength justifies the neglect of considerations of static strength
nor the use of a criterion of strength above the yield point of the
material.
*Proc. A. S. T. M., Vol. XXIII, Part II, p. 103, 1923.
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VII. CONCLUSION
29. Summary of Conclusions.-The following ten paragraphs give
a summary of conclusions which are based on direct experimental evi-
dence:
(1) Additional evidence of the existence of an endurance limit
for wrought ferrous metals is furnished by the results of retests
of specimens which have withstood millions of cycles of stress with-
out failure. Such retests not only failed to give evidence of damage
to the metal by the millions of cycles of understress, but actually
showed an increase of resistance to further repeated stress. This
strengthening effect was most marked for those steels which are
susceptible of improvement in static strength by cold working.
(See Table 3 and Fig. 2.)
(2) Repeated stress at or below the original endurance limit
of a wrought ferrous metal raises the endurance limit for that metal.
A few cycles of repeated stress above the original endurance limit
of a wrought ferrous metal lowers the endurance limit for that metal.
A wrought ferrous metal injured by such overstress may have its
strength partly, but rarely wholly, restored by polishing its surface
(see Bulletin 124, p. 128) or by repeated stress below the endurance
limit. The static strength of a wrought ferrous metal is increased
in the same general way as is the endurance limit, by repeated stress
below the endurance limit. (See Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.)
(3) Under cycles of alternate axial tension and axial com-
pression (completely reversed axial stress) specimens of wrought
ferrous metals gave endurance limits averaging 64 per cent of the
endurance limits for the same metals under cycles of reversed
flexural stress. Probably the lower value found for the endurance
limit under reversed axial stress is partly due to uneven stress-dis-
tribution in the short axial-stress specimens used. However, the
stress-distribution in these specimens would in all probability be as
regular as the stress-distribution in machine parts subjected to nom-
inal axial stress. It is, accordingly, tentatively recommended that
the endurance limit of wrought ferrous metals under reversed axial
stress be considered as 60 per cent of the endurance limit under re-
versed flexural stress. (See Table 8.)
(4) The static tensile strength and the endurance limit of
wrought ferrous metals were found to be lower for specimens tested
across the direction of rolling than for specimens tested along the
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direction of rolling. Test results for a number of specimens of
wrought iron and of 0.37 per cent carbon steel indicate that the
effect of the direction of rolling on the endurance limit is fully as
great as the effect on the static ultimate tensile strength. (See
Table 12.)
(5) Test results for 48 specimens of 0.37 per cent carbon steel
cut from a 4-inch billet and subsequently heat treated indicated
some relative improvement of the strength of specimens tested
across the direction of rolling as compared with specimens tested
along the direction of rolling. The use of heat treating to improve the
strength of steel across the direction of rolling is a problem worthy
of further study. (See Table 12.)
(6) The endurance limit and the static strength of very low-
carbon steel (ingot iron, 0.02 per cent carbon) were raised appreci-
ably by heat treatment (a water quench) though the effect was much
less marked than in the case of high-carbon steels and of alloy
steels. (See Tables 9 and 10.)
(7) For wrought ferrous metals the endurance limit for cycles
of reversed shearing stress is about 53 per cent of that for cycles of
reversed flexure. The endurance limits for reversed shearing stress
were determined by tests of specimens under cycles of reversed tor-
sion. (See Table 13.)
(8) Preliminary tests on specimens of annealed copper, an-
nealed brass, annealed bronze, and hot-rolled monel metal have not
yet determined that these metals have an endurance limit. If such
a limit exists it may be necessary to carry fatigue tests to hun-
dreds of millions of cycles of stress to determine it. (See Fig. 13.)
(9) For flexural stress or for axial tensile stress either one of the
following equations gives safe values of endurance limit for wrought
ferrous metals under cycles of partially reversed stress or of stress
varying from zero to a maximum:
S, = S r  3 or S, = S, 22 1+1 2
in which S, is the tensile unit-stress at the endurance limit for the
range of stress represented by r; S., is the tensile unit-stress at the
endurance limit for completely reversed stress; and r is the ratio
of minimum stress to maximum stress for a cycle of stress. Data
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are lacking for determining the endurance limit for cases in which
r is positive. (See Fig. 20 and Table 14.)
(10) For shearing stress the test data available indicate that
for the wrought ferrous metals tested the endurance limit for cycles
of stress varying from zero to a maximum is nearly twice the en-
durance limit for cycles of completely reversed stress. In the ab-
sence of more complete data it may be noted that equations corres-
ponding to those given in the preceding paragraph give results
which are on the safe side for repeated shearing stress. (See Fig. 22
and Table 14.)
No direct experimental evidence is available in support of the fol-
lowing conclusion, but it seems to be in general accord with observed
phenomena:
(11) It seems probable that the short-time test for determining
endurance limit by the rise of temperature of a specimen subjected
to some hundreds of cycles of reversed stress and the short-time test
for determining endurance limit from the load-deflection diagram
for a rotating beam determine the beginning of appreciable slip
within the crystalline grains of the metal rather than the beginning
of fatigue fracture. However, for wrought ferrous metals with a
Brinell hardness number less than about 375 this slip takes place
under stresses at or slightly below the endurance limit, and these
short-time tests seem safe tests for determining the endurance
limits for such wrought ferrous metals if they are reasonably free
from inclusions and flaws. In the absence of conclusive test data
these short-time tests should not be regarded as safe tests for de-
termining the endurance limit of cast metal or of non-ferrous metals.
The following three paragraphs summarize the statement of a theory
of the fatigue of metals which may be regarded as an extension and modi-
fication of the well-known theory that fatigue failures in metals start
from slip planes within the crystalline grains:
(12) In this bulletin the general discussion of the fatigue
phenomena of metals has been based on the concept that fatigue
failure starts at some minute region of high localized stress and that
its beginning is a tearing apart of minute pieces of metal. Fatigue
failure proceeds by the spreading of the minute fissures thus formed.
These fissures may be, but are not necessarily, the sequel of slip
along cleavage planes within the crystalline grains of the metal.
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(13) There is presented the further concept that repeated stress
produces in a metal both strengthening effects and destructive
effects. The strengthening effects are held to include the improve-
ment of bearing between adjacent crystalline grains or other small
particles of metal. The destructive effects are held to consist in the
the actual tearing apart of particles of the metal with the conse-
quent formation of minute cracks, which have a tendency to spread.
(14) There is presented the further concept that for wrought
ferrous metals the strengthening effects overbalance the destructive
effects for cycles of stress below a fairly well-defined limiting stress,
but that above this limiting stress the destructive effects predom-
inate and failure occurs if the stress be repeated a sufficient number
of times. This limiting stress is the endurance limit of the metal.
The following conclusion is based on direct experimental evidence
(microscopic examination of metal structure) and on a general study of
the phenomena of mechanical tests of metals. It states a fact long since
familiar to the careful student of the mechanics of materials but often
overlooked by the casual student.
(15) The ordinary formulas of mechanics of materials are based
on assumptions of homogeneity of material and of regularity of
stress-distribution throughout the material, and these assumptions
imply a much simpler condition than actually exists in metals and
other materials of construction. However, these assumptions give
a picture of stress-distribution which may be regarded as accurate
in a general, statistical way. Even in the case of progressive failure
under repeated stress the ordinary assumptions and formulas of
mechanics of materials are found useful.
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